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A ROMAN GENERAL'S OPINION OF MILITARY CRITICS

LUCIUS AEMILIUS PAULUS, a Roman Consul, who had been selected to conduct the war with the Macedonians, B.C. 168, went out from the Senate-house into the assembly of the people and addressed them as follows:

In every circle, and, truly, at every table, there are people who lead armies into Macedonia; who know where the camp ought to be placed; what posts ought to be occupied by troops; when and through what pass that territory should be entered; where magazines should be formed; how provisions should be conveyed by land and sea; and when it is proper to engage the enemy, when to lie quiet. ¶ And they not only determine what is best to be done, but if any thing is done in any other manner than what they have pointed out, they arraign the consul, as if he were on trial before them. ¶ These are great impediments to those who have the management of affairs; for every one cannot encounter injurious reports with the same constancy and firmness of mind as Fabius did, who chose to let his own ability be questioned through the folly of the people, rather than to mismanage the public business with a high reputation. ¶ I am not one of those who think that commanders ought at no time to receive advice; on the contrary, I should deem that man more proud than wise, who regulated every proceeding by the standard of his own single judgment. ¶ What then is
That commander should be counselled, chiefly, by persons of known talent; by those who have made the art of war their particular study, and whose knowledge is derived from experience; from those who are present at the scene of action, who see the country, who see the enemy; who see the advantages that occasions offer, and who, like people embarked in the same ship, are sharers of the danger. If, therefore, any one thinks himself qualified to give advice respecting the war which I am to conduct, which may prove advantageous to the public, let him not refuse his assistance to the state, but let him come with me into Macedonia. He shall be furnished with a ship, a horse, a tent; even his travelling charges shall be defrayed. But if he thinks this too much trouble, and prefers the repose of a city life to the toils of war, let him not, on land, assume the office of a pilot. The city, in itself, furnishes abundance of topics for conversation; let it confine its passion for talking within its own precincts, and rest assured that we shall pay no attention to any councils but such as shall be framed within our camp.


*Titus Livius, born 59 B.C., died A.D. 17.
PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINES have recently published several articles arguing the employment of air power in support of troops. One school of thought holds that more control of air should be vested in the ground commander who is directly affected by the kind of close air support he receives. The other school maintains that the current mode of air control, developed in World War II, permits more effective all-round air employment and, in the final analysis, better ground support.

The intellectual controversy thus stimulated is usually documented with authoritative statements from both sides and often supported by one-time incidents gleaned from the Korean struggle. Certainly there must be a firmer base upon which military thought may establish greater agreement.

The substantial acceptance of the traditional Principles of War by all people wearing uniform might be one such starting base. These ancient guides to strategic and tactical conduct present a ground of basic harmony from which shoots of further military agreement might grow.

One of these principles is referred to as economy of force. It is, of course, self-explanatory. We want the most military return possible for any military force expended. When we go duck hunting we don't want to carry along a rifle in case we should run into a moose. Or if we should hunt moose, a shotgun would simply be a burden. On the rare occasion, however, when we want to hunt both duck and moose on the same trip, we'd like to have both types of guns along. But at other times it would be most uneconomical to buy and carry the extra firearm. Wouldn't it be better to borrow the extra gun from a trusted friend rather than to buy it and lug it around for years with slight occasion to use it? For those who hesitate to borrow, it might be pointed out that the borrower is just as often lending his gun to help out the other fellow.

The first air strike photograph to be received in Washington from Korea shows twentieth AF B-29's lay a concentration of bursts diagonally across the central portion of the main railroad station in Seoul on 29 June. Later reconnaissance indicated slight to moderate damage to shops and tracks, with many railroad cars destroyed. An observer reported a number of North Korean troops at the station and billeted in former South Korean Officer's Training School nearby were killed or wounded in the attack.
That seems to be a fair exchange. It is simply cooperation, another Principle of War. Cooperation also can be considered one of the fundamental tenets of the American system and a secret of our great material and moral success. We trust our fellow man; we rely on his help. We abhor waste of any kind, even waste of time. By working together we make the most of our resources and never let them stand idle when they can be put to work in someone else's hands.

In war, isolated situations or campaigns may make us forget or brush aside accepted principles which may not seem to apply at the moment. Yet a broad perspective of the whole history of warfare shows these principles standing up, again and again, under the acid test of combat. Why do we see more meaning in retrospect than in the heat of today's battle? Can it be because more of the relevant facts of the past are known than are the facts of the immediate situation? And cannot those more numerous facts be weighed and analyzed more dispassionately without our being swayed by personal involvement?

We are presently engaged in the Korean campaign, and we have yet to benefit from a comprehensive analysis of it. Our professional observers and correspondents provide separate accounts of one individual, viewing a limited number of isolated actions. Such reports often provide conflicting observations and we are prone to be emotionally affected by those we read. All these valuable experiences must be put together, with many more, and soberly evaluated for safe conclusions.

As a volume of evidence builds up, for example, the first somewhat hysterical accounts of jets being too lightly armored to be effective have been to a large extent disproved. True, jets can't be employed as well on some support missions as F-51's but on other tasks jets have been found superior. Furthermore, had there been air opposition and accurate antiaircraft artillery, perhaps F-51's would have been knocked out of the skies.

The Air Force has maintained that a warplane must be fundamentally designed to live in the air. No matter how effective it might be under unopposed conditions, a warplane is of slight value if it fails to show up when needed. Recent engagements of our jets have discouraged enemy air attacks and have made it more possible to continue ground support. Economy of force would hardly be attained should we construct a Stuka or a Stormovik purely as airborne artillery, yet so vulnerable to air attack that another aircraft would be required to
protect it. (A German and Russian experience that can hardly be ignored.) If we can, on the other hand, build an airplane which not only can protect itself but can perform adequate ground support, we have then what is tantamount to twice the force we might have had with a Stuka-escort combination. It might even be desirable to accept some slight reduction of our "air artillery" capabilities to gain this twice-as-large force. Fortunately this is not necessary, however, for as more reports pile up we find that jets, employing tactics to suit their unique capabilities, tend to provide an air support comparable to that of the propeller aircraft.

Had we fully accepted the first despairing and fragmentary reports regarding jets, we might have gone all out for piston-driven fighters. Could that policy not have encouraged the enemy to employ his jets more vigorously? Would we now have control of the air? Surely we must consider the situation anomalous when the enemy concedes us air superiority. We cannot assume he will always react in that unusual manner. And his current reaction might have been somewhat due to the mere presence of our jets. It is possible that we are getting an economic return from our jets not readily apparent.

 WHETHER we talk of aircraft or tanks or warships, pistols or rifles or artillery, no weapon can be considered of full value unless we employ it with economy of force. Each weapon possesses certain characteristics, singular strengths and weaknesses. We use each weapon so as to take advantage of its capabilities and allay the effects of its limitations. One of the greatest strengths of an airplane is in its flexibility (still another Principle of War). The airplane can be used for many military purposes, and it has a mobility that surpasses any other man-carrying weapon. To tie this versatile instrument of war down to a few specific tasks and thus deny it other objectives which at times might be far more productive toward eventual victory would seem to be a profligate waste of force. Would it not be better to organize our forces for optimum flexibility and hence be more able to practice economy of force? If an air force is organized to take advantage of the great material versatility inherent in the airplane, the commander can be in a position to skillfully apply all the Principles of War. He can launch his force from a carrier at sea, from an
airfield twenty miles behind the lines, or from a different continent, thus employing it with extreme flexibility. He can take the offensive and concentrate his force against the most critical objective with maximum economy. He can do so even though today's objective is a thousand miles from tomorrow's objective. Rapid movement of large forces over vast distances will permit surprise. Should he be attacked at home, most of his force can be quickly diverted for defense and the security of his and other military bases. Simplicity is the essence of such concentrated air actions, since the very speed of aircraft prohibits operations of excessive complication. But unless his air force is so organized and habitually trained to perform these varied functions, he will not likely be as able to follow the Principles. Specific local tasks may deter a more fruitful employment.

The overwhelming advantage of flexibility provided by air power has sometimes been mitigated by an unfunctional organization which seems to divide available air strength into small parcels, each parcel tightly wrapped and labeled "For tactical (or other) use only." Paradoxically, such a piecemeal commitment of air strength is not now, nor has it ever been, a true doctrine of the Air Force.

With some justification, however, the Air Force has been accused of packaging its aviation into such mutually exclusive bundles of "strategic," "tactical," and "air defense" forces. Many airmen have too literally accepted these terms by regarding the over-all strategic picture in too narrow a light. Yet the actual employment of air forces in World War II and in the present Korean conflict should dispel any fears that Air Force policy tends toward compartmentation. Repeated evidence of the use of all air weapons against every kind of target, depending upon the immediate crucial objectives, should amply indicate the fundamental doctrine of air employment.

So-called "strategic" heavy bombers were employed in Europe before D-Day, and after, to attack coastal gun emplacements and other front-line objectives. A quarter of a million tons of bombs were dropped on transportation targets by every type of Eighth Air Force craft, which was nearly one third of the grand total expended. For the breakthrough at Saint Lo, a veritable carpet of bombs was laid in front of our lines by waves of big bombers. The tactical efficacy of this operation is attested to by comments from German comman-
ders who asserted that it was this type of air action which was most detrimental to defending a position.

In the Pacific all kinds of aircraft were concentrated on critical objectives regardless of the terminology covering their organizational assignments. Cape Gloucester, for example, was so effectively pounded by every available aircraft that our surface invaders walked in standing up. Bombers and fighters from all sorts of air organizations were later set to interdict the water approaches to Rabaul and with cooperative surface action completed Rabaul’s isolation.

Japanese air units had been built up in New Guinea at Wewak where massed allied air struck them in August 1943. The enemy recoiled to Hollandia, but the sustained bombardment and strafing there by all types of craft wrote the ultimate end to Japanese air strength as an effective force. No piece-meal efforts were attempted in these great air offensives, but rather concentrated, massed operations were undertaken with every available airplane deployed by the theater commander. Air superiority was achieved, and from Hollandia on, the possibility of our continued advance was assured.

Later, when the insane “divine wind” flyers streamed down on our invasion forces off Okinawa, B-29’s were diverted from their attacks on industrial centers. Destruction of Kyusku airfields and kamikaze forces on the ground became an immediate primary objective. For twenty-four days kamikaze bases were bombed, and vicious enemy reactions claimed twenty-two B-29’s. But most kamikaze establishments were knocked out, and attacks on our invasion forces started falling off.

Recently, in Korea, the B-29’s not only attacked factories, ports, depots and marshalling yards; but bridges, troop concentrations, and strong points. The carpet bombing effort near Taegu was another example of the extreme flexibility of air power. Fighter-bombers and mediums poured fire on many of the selfsame targets. The objectives for the day were those felt to be most urgent at that time by the theater commander, and he was able through his flexible organization to launch his entire force, directing every available air weapon at the sensitive spots.

It has long been held as Air Force doctrine that air superiority should be the primary mission of air power. This premise has gained quick support from Army leaders who have
suffered air attacks. Most Army leaders who have been harassed by enemy air would far rather have the enemy air kept off their necks than have integrally assigned aircraft for use as extended artillery. These leaders have no misconceptions about retaining, say, divisional, corps, or army aviation, in the face of superior enemy air. The fate of the German Stuka, which was ruthlessly swept from the skies when the Allies achieved air superiority, is too fresh in the memory of the experienced ground commanders.

Students of warfare are apprised, as well, of the relativeness of air superiority. It is never gained in finality, but only by degrees. The enemy may husband some air power, even though he is driven from the skies, and mount this saved force at a critical time, as the Germans did during the Ardennes offensive and the Japanese did with their kamikaze. Under such conditions we must always be prepared to concentrate and strike with overwhelming energy, even though at any one period our air superiority seems well assured.

Moreover, to achieve air superiority, we cannot hope to indulge exclusively in air combat over the front lines. If we defeat the enemy in this narrow area, we may achieve a local superiority as long as our aircraft are present. The enemy will then merely refuse to commit his air while ours stooge around, but he will strike when we leave. Since a constant air umbrella is wasteful of force, the obvious necessity is to wear down the enemy air force through attrition of every nature. Pilots, crews, planes, fuel, training establishments, aircraft manufacturing and storage centers, and communications facilities which interconnect the many elements of his air power—all should be our targets. Seldom can any one element be fully destroyed. Some elements are more exposed to attack than others, and our emphasis should be influenced by those sore toes sticking out, inviting us to step on them.

Before we engage in air battle, however, we must be assured of a certain security for our own air bases, for our own communications, and for all the other elements of national strength present in our territory. Air defense is an impelling responsibility, and because it is seen at first hand by the lawmaking populace, air defense may be given inordinate stress.

As General Lee, through his threatening advances toward Washington, succeeded in immobilizing tens of thousands of Union troops in the non-productive defense of the Capitol, so did the Doolittle mission freeze much of Japan's aviation to
the defense of its homeland. The battle of Britain put a premium upon air defense, and it was some time after our fighters extended their range with drop tanks that the RAF fighters began to follow our lead and not sit at home waiting for air attacks that seldom came. In using nearly all of our aviation every flyable day, the AAF suffered some surprises and many local defeats, but the aggregate of our efforts compared with those of the enemy turned the tide of air victory. Enemy aviation was then largely pinned down to defend the homeland.

A striking example of Germany's failure to exploit the versatility of aircraft is illustrated by her air policies. Because Britain did not fall after a few months of aerial bombardment during 1940, Hitler lost faith in offensive air power. Specialized aviation, essentially under Wehrmacht domination, became the order of the day. The close-support Stuka had paid good dividends when air superiority had been easily attained. But pitted against Allied fighter-bombers in Africa and elsewhere, Stukas were knocked down like ten-pins. RAF bombardment put a priority on German air defense, and Stukas were left without an escort. As the AAF added its strength, home-defense became Germany's number-one strategic consideration. Fighter production was stepped up repeatedly at the expense of other classes of aviation, and over seventy per cent of Germany's air force was earmarked exclusively for home-defense. At no time was this huge force concentrated to strike offensively at Russia or to back up the retreating Wehrmacht on the Eastern front. Nor did the crystal-pure mission of air defense permit the Luftwaffe to be assembled for tactical cooperation with hard-pressed Panzers at Normandy or to make concentrated strikes at over-loaded Allied supply points and lines of communications. They were organized to perform but one mission and no more.

The glaring errors made by Germany in her failure to exploit the versatility of air power are apparent to all. Over-strict interpretations of specific roles and missions, particularly those of close-support and air defense, left Germany not with a true air force capable of strategic employment but with a restricted and specialized weapon of doubtful value.

On the other hand, United States Air Force doctrine from its inception has stressed the use of air as a national force capable of performing innumerable strategic missions. Air power has been organized with some specialization, but the long-range objectives have not been prostituted by the need
for this specialization. For example, Tactical Air Command was organized to develop ground support tactics, but included also in its directive was a mission for gaining and maintaining air superiority, while a third specified function of Tactical Air Command was interdiction of the battlefield.

Interdiction—the squeezing off of communication arteries to the battle zones—is merely a phase of the strategic bombing mission. In the latter, not only the battle zone is interdicted, but the whole enemy war-making potential is attacked. It is interdiction of all enemy strength. Hence the interdiction mission of tactical aviation is essentially a part of the long range mission of strategic employment.

**K**E**E**P**I**N**G in mind the three primary objectives of tactical aviation (air superiority, interdiction, and front-line support) let us examine their fulfillment in the Korean war during November, 1950. Our forces had driven past the 38th parallel to within a few miles of the northern border of Korea. Down from Manchuria streamed a vast army to oppose our advance. But, contrary to the concepts of orthodox warfare, we were denied the opportunity to stem this advance. The territory north of the border was declared inviolate, and our aviation could not fly across that artificial barrier. What, then, happened to our air superiority? The air superiority, for example, that we had (by default) over the Pusan pocket?

North of the border, which was just a few minutes by air in front of our ground troops, we generously granted the enemy absolute air superiority. We refused to venture beyond that arbitrary boundary, and the enemy marshalled and directed his divisions with impunity in that sanctuary. The only air superiority we retained was in that thin strip of space between our forces and the Manchurian frontier together with the area behind our lines. Our superiority thus became essentially defensive in nature, since we could not exploit it offensively. Unwarlike restrictions caused us to cede to the enemy the most fruitful harvests of air superiority.

How did these restrictions effect the interdiction mission? Hundreds of communications bottlenecks behind the frontier could not be touched. The stores, warehouses, supply dumps, and depots were safer than if they had been thousands of miles in the interior during a more orthodox war. Railroads, marshalling yards, bridges, and rolling stock were immune from
our attack. Roads could be filled bumper to bumper with enemy vehicles of war, and we were even denied air reconnaissance of these myriad movements. We could block the advance only in a pitifully narrow strip of land where a finite number of supply bottlenecks could be repaired by concentrated enemy construction units, permitting his forces to sweep into the battle zones at night, relatively unhandicapped. Interdiction of the battlefield became a vain hope for our air forces under such gross limitations.

The final aim of tactical air, that of front-line support, was unhampered by the anomalous character of the Korean war. Only this last objective remained. Air could be used, like artillery, to blast enemy strong points directly in front of our troops. The decisiveness of this single employment of air was learned to be non-existent when the enemy overwhelmed our positions during the latter days of November.

The use of air strength for direct front-line support of ground forces, although necessary and valuable, can hardly be considered decisive, nor can exclusive employment in this fashion be regarded as economy of force. The most lucrative targets for air appear farther from the front, where the enemy is not holed-up, dispersed along a battlefield many miles wide, and well hidden in natural cover. The best return from air fire is gained when the enemy can be caught jammed up, behind the line, with his guard down, and when the bottlenecks over which his concentrations must move are destroyed and kept destroyed. The striking flexibility of air strength is only exploited to its fullest when its speed, range, and firepower are employed to surprise the enemy where he is most vulnerable.

It is undoubtedly true that slower propeller fighter-bombers can supply a more constant front-line cover than jets, and that their longer orbiting of front-line positions inspires the fighting troops with greater confidence. But by the same token, a battery of corps artillery would also be a comforting addition to an infantry regiment. Hard-hitting, long-range weapons like the 155-mm. guns, 8-inch guns, and 240-mm. howitzers are assigned to higher echelons, however, in order to allow them greater mobility and to permit their concentrations where most needed. The announced mission of corps and army artillery is to reinforce division artillery and to lend depth to the battle. Only incidentally is its purpose to raise the morale of front-line troops.

Some experts would have tactical aviation assigned to the
same army headquarters as is heavy artillery, for employment in a similar manner. This concept makes good sense from a restricted point of view, but a broader analysis may cast doubt upon it.

The capabilities of heavy artillery are obviously not the same as are the capabilities of tactical air. The essential role played by artillery is to further the clear objective of defeating the opposing army, and the range and mobility of artillery does not permit many other objectives. Hence it is logically assigned, in the main, to army, corps, and division headquarters. Because it may take days to move heavy guns from one sector to another, it is logical for units as small as divisions to have some organic artillery. But the range and mobility of air force far exceeds that of artillery. Each single fighter-bomber can cruise far beyond the vital army and corps areas in a matter of minutes and can support divisions at opposite ends of the battle line in a matter of hours. All operational fighter-bombers can be concentrated at one sector of the front in a period of time which would be unthinkable as the time required to mobilize artillery at that sector. With such physical flexibility would it not seem reasonable to assign such forces organically to the headquarters most able to exploit the advantages of the weapons? And would not this headquarters logically be the theater command?

A still further argument for assignment of aviation to the highest echelon is presented when considering the air-superiority objective. It is possible, as at Dunkirk, to achieve a local air superiority for a limited time. But such a condition is tenuous and not likely to be much more than an emergency measure to permit an isolated operation. Little hope can be held for a general offensive without a general air superiority in the Theater of Operations. This theory is widely held by both ground and air specialists. How, then, must aviation be employed to achieve superiority?

The Principles of War would be nullified by parcelling out aviation to armies, corps, or divisions for their exclusive use when the air is controlled by the enemy. In the Napoleonic tradition the enemy would then defeat our aviation in detail. We would not be organized in such a way as to quickly assemble our air forces at the decisive time and place or to range far beyond the surface battle zones to strike enemy aviation where it would hurt most. By the same logic, if command of air were

*When this principle appears not to hold, as in Korea, it can be accounted for by the fact that air superiority is not fully exploited.
relinquished to those having paramount interest in a mere phase of air operations, such as close support, the more decisive roles of air power would doubtlessly be jeopardized. For the purpose of securing air superiority, “tactical” and “strategic” aviation are employed in an identical manner. It is all one air force with one major objective. The same fighters used to support front lines are used to escort bombers which stimulate enemy air opposition. Precisely the same F-47’s that escorted B-17’s to Berlin were strafing the beaches at Normandy. And the next day the selfsame craft were defending the Communication Zone by chasing buzz-bombs approaching London, or sweeping far into France and Germany to keep enemy air subdued and immobile.

Innumerable examples in World War II can be cited where “tactical” “strategic” and “defense” aircraft performed in the same struggle for air superiority. The heavy, medium and light bombers struck at hostile air forces on the ground, inflicting severe damage to manufacturing plants, fuel production, and transportation. Our fighters caused enemy attrition in the air. Finally the air campaign won the degree of superiority which permitted our aircraft to roam over all of Europe and make possible the Normandy invasion.

For the most part our air forces were based in England, where fighters were available for air defense in periods of emergency. It would have been a gross violation of economy of force to have attempted setting up restrictive missions for separate air forces, one packaged to defend Great Britain and another to obtain control of the air over the Continent.

Combined use of all available air strength was earlier demonstrated in Northwest Africa. We needed to halt the flow of German supplies to Tunisia. Heavy night bombers based in England struck at the port of Genoa, where enemy supplies were loaded. Bombers from the Middle East attacked the ports of Naples and Palermo. Others based in Northwest Africa hit the same targets and added Bizerte and Tunis to the list. Fighters blasted trains and trucks enroute from the ports to the front lines. All were concentrated against that objective deemed most important by the supreme commander.

It became apparent that the more sensitive the supply point we hit, the greater was the air opposition encountered, and hence the more enemy aircraft we could destroy. Thus our attacks fulfilled a two-fold purpose: air superiority and interdiction. Later when Montgomery’s and Eisenhower’s armies
began to press the Wehrmacht between its pinchers, the identi-
cal aircraft used on interdiction and air superiority missions
provided close ground support.

It was not possible for us to concentrate against any one
objective until that job was wholly completed, then forget it
and proceed to the next. In World War II it was necessary to
organize so that we were able to mass our air against one objec-
tive or another as the need arose. The ability to do this was
actually contingent upon the kind of organization we em-
ployed. It permitted us from time to time to concentrate on
getting air superiority, to concentrate on the destruction of
the means with which the Germans were carrying on the war,
to concentrate maximum air strength in direct support of
ground forces in periods of emergency, as at Salerno or at Leyte.

Which air operations were purely strategic? Which were tac-
tical operations? Which were air defense operations? It becomes
apparent that all such operations are conducted concurrently
by all air forces. The operations have a broader scope and a
more varied application than the traditional terms imply.

WHEN a nation finds itself at war, its objective is
to enforce its will on the other. This is the ultimate end-product
of war. To do this, a nation must force the other to quit fight-
ing. This may be done by destroying his will to fight or by
depriving him of his means to fight. Those are the significant
goals of all national power, whether it is deployed on land,
at sea, or in the air.

The military is essentially concerned with carrying out the
shooting phase of the conflict. Always confronted with insuffi-
cient means to ensure success, a nation must rigidly compel economy of force. The United States can never afford the luxu-
ry of compartmented military services, or branches within a
service, each sufficient within its own framework to carry out
certain over-all roles and missions.

Without in any sense denying the need for unity of command
at the top, it must be admitted that a misconceived application
of the idea of unity of command has sometimes worked to the
detriment of economy of force. If unity of command be car-
rried to an extreme, the Navy would have its ground force and
air force; the Army would have its own surface fleets and air
force; and the Air Force would have its own navy and ground
force. Each service might justify its requirement on the grounds
that these additional forces would be essential to executing assigned roles and missions. Unity of command would be ex­tolled in a general way as a necessary factor in military opera­tions. But the need to rigidly apply economy of force prevents this. The principle of cooperation must be substituted. Fortu­nately the National Defense Act of 1947 and its subsequent amendments have provided the framework around which to build an effective military force with that economy which is indispensable for a nation with finite resources.

It must be obvious that the large naval air forces operating in support of the "naval" mission in the Pacific during World War II would have been idle for weeks on end if used only for naval roles. As it was, they were effectively used to hit at the Philippines and Japan to supplement the "tactical" and "strat­egic" air force operations and to erase from the skies a large proportion of Japanese air power. It must be equally obvious that to have set up sufficient air forces to support the landing operations in Normandy would have been just as wasteful if used solely for that purpose. Nor is it possible to separate and identify all the air operations mounted exclusively for the Normandy invasion. Similarly the provision within the United States Air Force of sufficient aviation to do the long-distance job only, or the short-range army support job only, or the air defense job only, would again violate the principle of economy of force.

Maximum air power seems possible only when air weapons are organized as one force, thus permitting air power's poten­tial flexibility to be utilized more in accordance with the other Principles of War. To those unfamiliar with the extensive com­munications, logistical, and other requirements for the em­ployment of large air forces, another solution may seem simple and appropriate: Give to each army, air force, or fleet that amount of aviation needed to carry out "normal" missions. Then when the need arises to concentrate all forces against certain objectives, take these air forces away from their parent unit, attach them to the appropriate headquarters, and send them on their way. This solution is an over-simplification of a complex problem. The hard facts of experience have shown that it seldom works out as pat as the logic would imply.

The coordination demanded by any air operation requires an integrated, closely knit organization for communications, logistics, intelligence, and command. It must be well oiled and not allowed to get rusty during "normal" operations. Training
in concentration, in flexibility, and in surprise types of offensive operation must be a continuing process even during combat. These massed activities of air power cannot be achieved by quickly forming a one-task organization. The degree of teamwork that permits rapid concentrations requires routine functioning with a resultant broad base of knowledge and skill. Thus can simplicity and swift movement be assured.

It can be concluded that, if the Principles of War are to be most effectively applied, air power should habitually be organized as one unified force. In the words of General Vandenberg, "Tactical and strategic air power is part of the same ball of wax . . . . you can't separate [it] and put [it] in neat compartments."

A recent speech by Secretary of the Air Force Thomas K. Finletter epitomizes this point and leaves slight doubt about Air Force policy in this regard. "Tactical air and strategic air are merely handles," he said, "which have been developed to identify different functions, each of which is indispensable and each of which fits into the over-all integrated structure of air power."

Furthermore there should be no rigid adherence to the predetermined priorities ascribed to certain elements of air power when a crucial issue is at stake affecting the whole of national security. Then, without regard to theoretical priorities, total air power must be thrown into the gap which threatens the very structure of our civilization. This will always be THE first priority.

Air power must act promptly, not in terms of weeks, but hours. Surprise demands speed and makes mandatory the tactical control by skilled air leaders of supporting operations. The air organization must be designed to advance the national objectives with indivisible air power.\(^*\)

\(^*\)Abstract of Principles of War as listed in War Department Training Manual 10-5 dated December 23, 1921: Objective, offensive, concentration or mass, economy of force, movement, surprise, security, simplicity and cooperation.
Air War in Korea

Prepared in the Office of the Secretary of Defense for the Air University Quarterly Review

At the start of the Korean offensive on 25 June 1950, the Far East Air Forces under Lieut. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer was made up of some eight and a half combat groups, charged with the air defense of Japan, Okinawa, Guam, and the Philippines. Comprising the eight and a half groups were three fighter-bomber groups, two fighter intercept groups, one all-weather fighter group, two light bomb squadrons, one medium bomb group, and a troop-carrier group.

To meet the threat of Russian jet fighter opposition, FEAF fighter groups had just been converted from F-51 to F-80C aircraft. A few F-51’s remained in that area, awaiting shipment back to the U.S. The light bomb squadrons were equipped with B-26’s, the medium bomb group had B-29’s, the all-weather fighter group—whose squadrons were dispersed throughout the FEAF area—had F-82’s, and the troop-carrier group had C-54’s and some C-82’s.

As soon as word reached FEAF bases that the North Koreans had attacked, General Stratemeyer ordered a maximum effort in air support of South Korean forces. It was an effort which was to continue without a day’s let-up throughout the entire campaign.

First group to go into action was the troop carrier group, which was assigned to evacuate key government officials and civilians from Seoul via Kimpo airfield. Fighters were directed to provide cover for the C-54’s, and before the first day was out a pair of F-82’s made the first enemy fighter kill, a YAK-3 that had been threatening the evacuation operations.

In the first weeks all missions against North Koreans had to be flown from bases in Japan, since there were no fuel reserves or maintenance facilities available for our aircraft at South Korean airfields. Combat lines were some 400 miles from U.S. fighter bases. This distance taxed the range of the F-80’s and permitted them to spend only a few minutes at low altitude over the combat zone. F-51’s, though slower and somewhat more vulnerable to ground fire, had much greater range and, fortunately, were capable of outfighting the YAK-3’s, YAK-9’s, and YAK-15’s which were all the North Koreans put
up against them. All-weather F-82’s had a range well beyond that of the F-51’s, plus greatly superior fire power.

For the first few days the U.N. command was hampered in attempts to keep North Koreans fighters out of the air by restriction from attacking their airfields above the 38th parallel. Consequently some YAK’s eluded the air defense to strafe South Koreans and attack Suwon airfield in the first week of fighting. That restriction was soon lifted, however, and by 28 June the USAF began pummeling North Korean air bases in the short campaign to gain air superiority.

By 30 June 331 close-support and 103 interdiction sorties had been flown despite two days of bad weather.

There was no shortage of targets as North Koreans pushed U.N. troops back all along the front, but the lack of radio communications among the front-line defenders on the ground prevented adequate close-support operations. Air Force fighters struck at targets of opportunities wherever they came upon them, strafing and rocketing tanks, locomotives, trucks, and troop concentrations. Weather was frequently an inhibiting factor during the early summer, but it never stopped the regularity of attacks. By 10 July Air Force daily sorties topped the three hundred mark.

Many aircraft flew two and three sorties a day as maintenance crews worked around the clock to rearm and service them. Desk pilots in FEAF administrative jobs took turns flying missions while regular pilots snatched a few hours’ sleep. Squadrons at outlying bases of the FEAF area were brought in to Honshu and Kyushu to reduce their flight radius, leaving skeleton air defense units at their home bases.

The Army rushed aviation engineers and fuel supplies into Korea to prepare airfields. In mid-July, within three days after they began work, operations began from one such steel-matted airstrip. Aircraft flew from Japan to combat zones and landed at the improvised strip to refuel and rearm as often as possible before returning to their Japanese bases.

Within two weeks after fighting began, North Korean air opposition had been virtually eliminated, and FEAF was able to devote itself almost exclusively to operations in support of ground troops. At this work the F-51, with longer range and the ability to operate from short, improvised airstrips, was clearly superior to the F-80 under the conditions maintaining. Consequently FEAF called for more Mustangs. In the U.S. the Air Force began reconditioning several hundred from storage. While they were in process, Mustangs were borrowed from Air
National Guard squadrons. A record number of 145 was loaded aboard the Navy carrier Boxer and ferried across the Pacific in the record time of eight days and seven hours.

These additions to FEAF's fighter force enabled it to fly more than 400 sorties a day by the end of July while the battle lines were being driven back toward the Naktong. The July-end figures showed more than 4300 sorties in close support, 2555 in interdiction, 57 in two strategic bomb strikes, and some 1600 reconnaissance and cargo sorties, for a total of more than 8600.

Ground-to-air communications improved steadily, and the Air Force assigned fighter pilots to controller duties with forward ground units, as it had in World War II.

As an expedient when ground-to-air radio was scarce, some forward controllers had flown in Army observation aircraft, using the plane's radio to contact fighter pilots. A natural development was for the observation plane to fly over the target to help the fighter pilot spot it. This type of assistance, which would have been impossible had North Koreans possessed either fighter planes or potent antiaircraft artillery, proved highly successful, particularly in making full use of the F-80's relatively short time for combat after the flight from Japan, and became a standard feature of close-support operations throughout the campaign.

Adaptations were being made in weapons as well. New caliber .50 bullets developed since the war proved more destructive than ever, but pilots complained that many of their high velocity five-inch rockets were ricocheting off tanks. Various dive angles were tried, but in many cases, because of terrain or other factors, pilots could not run in from ideal angles. A rocket was needed which would "stick" from almost any angle.

Almost coincidentally, technicians at the Navy's Inyokern, California, ordnance test station were just completing development of a "shaped charge" rocket, which met this requirement. It was speedily ordered into production, and until production could get rolling, rockets were laboriously made by hand at Inyokern and rushed to combat.

Napalm, too, proved very effective against vehicles and small troop concentrations, but there was some delay before it was available in quantity. Until the Communists struck, FEAF's effort had been largely concentrated on air defense, with little anticipation of a ground support requirement unless the islands were invaded. Since napalm is highly combustible to say the least, it would have been both difficult and dangerous to store large quantities in advance.
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Hence, when action flared in Korea, preparation of napalm was one of many improvisations hurried by FEAF and FEAMCOM—Far East Air Materiel Command—to adapt aircraft for the unexpected role. The value of this inexpensive weapon had been proved in World War II. Against troops a single napalm tank covers a wide area, and a drop fifty yards short of a vehicle is still effective in putting it out of action.

Within a month, FEAMCOM had set up quantity production of 110-gallon tanks and was filling them with the gasoline-soap powder formula. F-80's and F-51's carried four to six tanks each on missions for which this weapon was suited. By the end of the period covered in this account, napalm led all other weapons in destruction of tanks and vehicles.

In the weeks while United Nations forces were steadily retreating—conserving their small number of men while inflicting heavy casualties on the invaders—the heavy preponderance
of North Korean manpower and equipment pushing south furnished an unlimited number of appropriate targets. The major objective of every pilot was to slow the progress of enemy troops and materiel toward fighting zones. Air Force fighters, with limited time over the target area, selected the juiciest opportunities in their gunsights. Close-support operations in the immediate fighting zones were not neglected, but equipment that could be knocked out before it reached combat would never be used against the ground units. Given considerable latitude within a master plan of interdiction, fighters hit tanks, trucks, bridges, ammunition and supply dumps, locomotives, marshalling yards, troop convoys, railroad cars, warehouses, and road junctions. They bombed mouths of railroad tunnels to seal them up and counted themselves exceptionally fortunate if a train happened to be emerging at the time.

B-29's sought out big marshalling yards at Chonan, Seoul, and as far north as Pyongyang. They hit railroad and highway bridges at Seoul, Chongju, Ichon, Kongju, Pyongtaek, and dozens of other crucial points. B-26's operated at intermediate distances behind the combat lines, following up B-29 attacks to see that bombed bridges remained out and to wipe out repairs to railroad junctions and other transport facilities.

Whenever weather obscured front-line targets, fighters and bombers swept the entire peninsula on interdiction missions. And though they enjoyed air supremacy throughout the area, they made frequent visits to North Korean airfields, working them over to keep downed NK units down.

All these efforts were not enough to stop the enemy advance. He kept coming, by fording shallow rivers, by using humans as pack animals to haul equipment across mountains. He lived off the land and fought with hand weapons. He was prodigal with manpower. He infiltrated across country through gaps that existed because our outnumbered troops were too few to guard the entire front. One major element of air power was missing—strategic attacks against his sources of materiel. These targets in the main were outside Korea. We could hamper his advance, destroy much of his equipment, but when we could not strike at the source and put it out of commission, our air units were in the position of trying to stop a leaking pipe by mopping up the floor.

Inconclusiveness of strategic operations, limitations to effective interdiction, and the numerical superiority of enemy troops combined to place an abnormal load on close-support operations. But the absence of enemy air strength permitted
the Air Force to devote a larger percentage of its effort to that mission than ever before in Air Force combat history. By the end of July the dozen or so Army divisions, composed principally of Americans and South Koreans, were being provided close support by at least eight FEAF fighterbombers and bomber groups, plus elements of the Royal Australian Air Force. The Navy and Marine air arms also furnished fighter support to some of these divisions. This ratio of eight air-support groups to twelve divisions was well above that furnished to General Bradley's Twelfth Army Group in Europe in World War II. General Bradley's twenty-eight divisions were supported by fourteen fighter-bomber groups—sufficient, as General Bradley has said, to provide a "very successful sustained operation in the face of a determined enemy."

But the war in Europe was fought over a wide area with adequate numbers of well-equipped troops in an advancing campaign. In Europe our forces had the initiative. We picked the points at which we attacked. We could bring a higher ratio of fighter planes to bear where they were expressly needed.

One significant difference in the air-ground ratio requirement in Europe and in Korea—apart from the scale and the direction in which we were moving—lay in the relative fire power possessed by those ground forces. Whereas in Europe General Bradley's men had the full panoply of artillery, heavy tanks, tank destroyers, and other weapons, the troops in Korea in the first month of fighting had these weapons, if at all, only in small quantities and sizes. As a result, Air Force fire power was often called upon to take the place of missing weapons.

A parallel to this situation might be drawn in Marine amphibious operations. At the critical stage when Marine forces have been landed but supporting weapons have not yet been put on the beach, Marine aviation must furnish the "heavy artillery" required to support its ground troops. For this purpose, and to furnish "deep" support, air defense, and photo reconnaissance, the Marine Corps considers twelve squadrons necessary to support a single division. Twelve squadrons are equivalent to four Air Force groups.

The impossibility of the Air Force ever expecting to approach this Marine air-ground ratio is evident in the fact that at peak strength in World War II the Air Force had 243 combat groups of all types—strategic, tactical, troop carrier, and reconnaissance. About 96 were fighter and light bomber, though a number of fighter groups employed primarily to escort heavy bombers were not normally available for close-support operations.
The wartime Army numbered 89 divisions. Simple arithmetic shows that an Air Force to support 89 Army divisions on the Marine assault ratio would require 3.5 times the number of tactical groups that existed in the Air Force at that time.

In Army-Air Force operations such a force is, of course, neither possible nor often necessary. The Army seldom is forced to make a bludgeoning frontal assault on enemy positions, and, when it is, the Air Force can usually divert additional fighter support from other missions to concentrate on the critical area. But when, as in the early days of Korea, frontal assaults are being made on our positions all along the line, the total air fire power that can be brought to bear on any one of several equally critical positions is limited by the total number of squadrons available, and their effectiveness is limited if ground forces cannot exploit the havoc imposed.

Nevertheless, incessant strafing and pounding by air was causing serious trouble for North Korean commanders. As the interdiction campaign progressed, communiques reported that North Korean morale was suffering from pressure of continued air attacks. Troops were regrouping in the dark, having found it unprofitable to regroup during the day. Enemy transportation problems became steadily more acute as supply lines lengthened and railroads and highways underwent constant bombing. Convoys ordinarily moved only at night.

Effects of this continued air action were evident at Taejon, where the North Koreans could mobilize little tank support for their massed onslaughts and paid heavily in men for the ground they gained. B-26's attacked a gasoline storage dump at Taejon and were rewarded when reconnaissance reported next day that horses were being used to draw NK equipment. Fighter planes promptly sought out the horses. A report issued at Far East Command headquarters on 24 July said that “chow on the hoof or straight from rice paddy to mess kit is the order of the day for Red soldiers in South Korea... Oxcarts are being used extensively to carry supplies.” But the NK tide continued to roll. Taejon fell, and U.N. forces yielded ground stubbornly as they backed toward the Naktong. Throughout this phase of the campaign, U.N. ground forces, frequently outnumbered by as much as twenty to one, were nevertheless able to inflict heavy losses on the enemy before they dropped back in preplanned movements to new defenses. Their withdrawals were accomplished with outstanding bravery and skill and have won high commendation from military experts.

Early in August U.N. forces dug in behind the Naktong and
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were at last at a line where they were prepared to make a stand. Natural defense lines had existed before, but now the buildup of forces had reached a stage that permitted defenses to be adequately manned along the entire front. The enemy's supply lines were longer, and he had lost heavily in trained manpower during campaigns throughout July. Air strikes had harassed him at every possible moment. Useless supplies and equipment littered railroads and highways from Seoul to Chinju.

The first phase of the Korean campaign had ended. The U.N. situation was still critical. On the ground our forces were still badly outnumbered. They had almost no reserves. General Walker said later that "sometimes I had only a company in reserve... an absurd situation for an American army." But it was a line that had to be held if defeat were to be avoided.

The reduction in pressure was very slight, but it was enough to give the Air Force a long-sought opportunity. In staving off a flood the most urgent job is to pile sandbags along the river bank, but such measures are only an emergency expedient. Floods can best be stopped by damming the water at some favorable point and controlling its flow below the dam. During July the great majority of the Air Force efforts had necessarily been of the "sandbagging" variety, but military leaders were aware that air operations would be much more effective if the source of enemy supply farther north could be dammed.

The Air Force recognizes that air power is more effectively employed in knocking out materiel in rear areas and in transit than after it is dug in at the front. One bomb properly dropped by one airplane on an ammunition train can deny the enemy carloads of shells that can be stopped at the front only by destroying every enemy gun in the area. As soon as it could divert some effort from close support, FAFAF put into operation a carefully planned interdiction campaign developed around its medium bomber force, which had been tripled by arrival of two B-29 groups from the U.S.

The real source of NK materiel came from areas outside Korea that, as General Stratemeyer said, were "off limits" to our bombers. For that reason only 25 per cent of the sorties flown by B-29's were directed against strategic targets available in North Korea. But interdiction, if well executed and carried out far to the rear, can substitute for strategic bombing.

On 4 August, B-29's under Major General Emmett O'Donnell began the interdiction campaign against key bridges north of
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the 37th parallel. And on 15 August General MacArthur's headquarters considered the ground situation sufficiently improved to justify additional allocation of light bombers and fighter-bombers to interdiction attacks on bridges, highways, and rail lines south of the 37th parallel.

Close-support sorties were maintained at a high level. This is borne out by the daily sortie rate. Only on the last two days of July had the total number of sorties per day exceeded 400. Yet on 1 August sorties topped the 500 mark and averaged above 500 throughout the month. The daily rate in August dropped below the peak July figure only once. Though FEAF's bomber command began its intensive interdiction campaign on 4 August, the number of interdiction sorties in August increased only 54 per cent over the July total, compared to an increase of 62 per cent in close-support operations.

Because the enemy had begun running supply convoys at night to avoid air attacks, B-26 light bombers now mounted around-the-clock operations. They were aided by B-29's, which dropped flares in train to brighten miles of highways and rail lines, enabling B-26's and fighter-bombers to strafe, bomb, and fire rockets accurately at close range. Arrival of the 492nd Bomb Wing, a reserve organization called to active duty intact, helped make possible these 24-hour-a-day B-26 operations.

On the Waegwan front General O'Donnell's B-29's interrupted their interdiction program on 18 August to fly a maximum effort close-support mission against an estimated four divisions of NK troops massing to attack Taegu. In carefully laid out sectors each B-29 dropped forty 500-pound bombs. The total effort delivered almost 1000 tons over a 39-square-mile area. The NK attack which followed proved weaker than expected and was quickly repulsed.

These stepped-up measures enabled the Air Force to accomplish its two major objectives in August: to minimize the enemy's buildup and to team with our ground forces to repulse his repeated attacks. By the end of August the interdiction campaign had knocked out more than 80 per cent of key rail and highway bridges selected for destruction north of the 37th parallel, and south of that line the rail-highway network had been badly pounded by B-26's and fighter-bombers.

The enemy was restricted to night movements over battered communication routes and even then was subject to B-26 strikes; his supply of rolling stock and vehicles was sharply reduced; he lost most of his tanks and much of his artillery. When he made his final, fanatic attempt to break through
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during the first week in September, he was frustrated by lack of mass to overwhelm our determined resistance on the ground, skillfully coordinated with the Air Force's all-out air effort in close battlefield support.

The tide was turning, and with it the Air Force turned to its third phase of activity in Korea.

This phase began with scheduling of the Inchon landings. In preparation for the invasion the Air Force further intensified its interdiction campaign. Objectives were, first, to hit hard at the concentrations of materiel which the enemy might use in opposing our forces moving inland from Inchon; second, to continue restricting his movements southward toward the Pusan perimeter; and, third, to make it as difficult as possible for his troops to escape from the south when the perimeter offensive, timed to synchronize with that at Inchon, should force the enemy to break and run. Each was part of the main tactical objective of isolating the battlefield.

B-29's rained heavy bombing attacks on major North Korean industrial and rail centers, after their populations had been warned in leaflet drops that their cities were listed for attack as important military targets. Among cities on which B-29's made good their warning were Chongjin, Songjin, Hamhung, and Wonsan on the east coast, Kujang-dong, Sinanju, Kwaksan, Pyongyang, Haeju, and Chinnampo on the west coast, and Songchon, Kaesong, Chunchon, Sariwon, and Seoul in the interior.

B-26's swept the area between Waegwan and Seoul, hitting bridges and marshalling yards again and again to keep them from being restored. Enemy materiel and troops everywhere were fair game for B-26's and roving fighter-bombers.

Close air support as intensified all along the southern perimeter from Pohang to Masan to help U.N. forces break through enemy defenses. On 18, 19, 20, and 21 September close support sorties hit their highest peak of the entire campaign, as, fighters and bombers returned several times a day from Japanese bases to deliver bombs, napalm, rockets, and machine gun fire against enemy pockets of resistance.

NK tanks and other equipment emerging from hiding to oppose our attacking troops were spotted by ground controllers who radioed hundreds of targets to fighters overhead.

Within a week several U.N. divisions had broken through and, stretching their legs cramped by months of painful retreat and dogged resistance, were racing north under friendly
air cover. In ditches along their path they saw the effects of air action as they passed abandoned enemy tanks, trucks, and weapons which had been strafed and burned.

Fighter-bombers ranged ahead, cleaning up elements of enemy troops or pinning them down until they were bypassed by fast-moving columns.

In two weeks U.S. troops who had been fighting off enemy attacks around the Pusan line for six weeks, advanced beyond Seoul and were racing to catch up with a fast-moving South Korean division already north of the 38th parallel.

As early as 24 September some fighter pilots were returning to base without having fired a shot because of the absence of targets in their assigned areas.

The requirement for close-support missions was all but ended. On 2 October the Air Force was able to report that “no targets were found in the IX Corps area, while claims for the I Corps area totaled but one truck.” Most planes concentrated on interdiction, with twenty-seven North Korean towns being raked in one day by fighter-bombers who attacked rolling stock, supply areas, antiaircraft positions, enemy-occupied barracks, power plants, bridges, and vehicles. A few fighters were as usual detailed to armed reconnaissance over enemy airfields, but as usual found no traces of activity.

Now a new air operation—air supply—succeeded close support in the daily tabulations. Air supply, which has been employed whenever necessary throughout the campaign, now provided the answer to problems of transport as our interdiction measures in South Korea came back to hamper us in the movement northward. While engineers went to work trying to repair extensive damage to bridges and railroads, the airlift, under Maj. Gen. William H. Turner, who had run Operation Vittles in Europe, supplied ground forces with food, clothing, ammunition, and other essential equipment. In late September and throughout October the airlift accounted for almost half the daily number of sorties. Airlift kept U.N. troops on the offensive when all other sources of logistics support failed.

General Turner’s command dropped paratroops and supplies ahead of swiftly advancing U.N. forces at Sukchon and Sunchon, about thirty air miles north of Pyongyang, on 20 and 21 October. F-51’s and F-80’s preceded and accompanied the C-82 troop carrier planes, attacking ammunition dumps, tanks, fortified buildings, and troops in the area. Later on 21 October a British infantry brigade advancing from Pyongyang linked up with the airhead.
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#### Sorties by FEAF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>28,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Bombers</td>
<td>3,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Bombers</td>
<td>3,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnaissance</td>
<td>2,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>11,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>48,466</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total does not include 4171 air-sea rescue and miscellaneous operational flights.*

#### What They Delivered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tons of Bombs</td>
<td>36,474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounds of Ammunition</td>
<td>21,879,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Rockets</td>
<td>75,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallons of Napalm</td>
<td>866,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tons of Freight</td>
<td>28,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Passengers</td>
<td>39,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Air Evacuees</td>
<td>11,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of leaflets</td>
<td>68,490,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### What They Accomplished

- Major Strategic Targets Neutralized: 18
- Marshalling Yards Destroyed: 82
- Bridges Downed or Damaged: 399
- Aircraft Destroyed or Damaged: 155
- Tanks Destroyed or Damaged: 1,104
- Trucks and Vehicles Destroyed or Damaged: 6,941
- Field Guns Silenced: 946
- Locomotives Destroyed or Damaged: 432
- Railroad Cars Destroyed or Damaged: 6,117
- Warehouses Destroyed or Damaged: 91
- Oil Storage Tanks Destroyed or Damaged: 47
- Tunnels Sealed: 44
- Barges and Boats Destroyed or Damaged: 128
- Troops: 18,867

#### What It Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Wounded</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>P.O.W.</th>
<th>Grand Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Due to Enemy Action</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighters</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombers</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interdiction remained important as B-29's and B-26's penetrated farther north into Korean mountain towns to break up the flow of supplies from Korea's neighbor to the north. The interdiction program followed the pattern of a housewife sweeping a walk. One day B-29's would hit a series of cities and towns across Korea from Pyongyang to Wonsan, while B-26's ranged below them from Sariwon to Kosong and fighters swept the area from Kaesong to Yangyang. Next day the B-29's moved farther north to Sinanju, Pukchang-ni, and Yonghung, while B-26's worked day and night over yesterday's B-29's targets, and fighters visited the Sariwon-Kosong line. The following day, B-29's took on Sinuiju, Chongju, Taegwan-dong, Sakchu, and other centers in northwest Korea, and so on all the way up to Chongjin in far northeastern Korea.

By the first of November the North Korean army was all but wiped out. Elements of U.N. forces had penetrated to the Manchurian border and other troops were engaged in mopping up bypassed pockets in the peninsula's center. They were supported by aircraft flying their 128th consecutive day against North Korean forces.

This, in brief, is the record of the U.S. Air Force's operations in Korea from 25 June to 1 November. Mistakes have been made. Some of them are being corrected now. Others, involving production of aircraft, can not be corrected until more effective planes are available to equip our combat groups.

But in the main the Air Force accredited itself well in the conduct of its tried and confirmed operations, using its available resources in missions of maximum effectiveness. Air supremacy over Korea was quickly established. Though the enemy's air force was small, it could have given U.N. ground forces plenty of trouble, if allowed to operate unhindered. As it happened, the air battle was, in General Stratemeyer's words, "short and sweet."

But, had the enemy possessed a modern, effective air force, the whole picture in Korea—from the viewpoint of land and sea forces as well as air—would have been vastly different. The task of gaining and maintaining air supremacy is always the first requirement of the Air Force, first from the standpoint of all three services. In evaluating the Korean war, we must not lose sight of the cardinal fact that early elimination of enemy air opposition enabled all three services to do many things that would not otherwise have been possible.
The test bomb is dropped, ignites, and starts spreading its destructive path. The shadow of the attacking F-80 that dropped the bomb is visible at the right of the tank.

Napalm Attack

The military worth of napalm was soon underscored in Korea. In the numerous Air Force sorties called for against tanks and troop concentrations to soften the North Korean attack it was deadly. By the end of the drive into North Korea napalm led all other weapons in the destruction of tanks and vehicles. F-80's and F-51's carried four to six napalm bombs on suitable missions. Against troops a single bomb covers flames envelop the tank in what appears to be a misty white cloud.
The smoke lifts, leaving behind a useless hulk.

a wide area, and a bomb fifty yards short of a vehicle can put it out of action. The destructiveness of napalm explosives was carefully gauged and photographed in a Fifth Air Force test under combat conditions against a captured T-34 tank. One 100-pound bomb spreads over a pear-shaped area about 275 feet long and 80 feet wide. Dropped at minimum altitude, napalms are ignited by the sparking of the tank target on hard surface, by fuse grenades, or by strafing the area. Upon ignition the gasoline-soap powder mixture burns at 1500°, normally devastating the entire area covered.

Here is what the fighting machine looks like after the scene clears.
FIVE BRIEF YEARS after the conclusion of the Second World War, the United States finds itself engaged in actual military operations in Korea, committed to defend militarily any free nation in the world subjected to wanton aggression, and on the threshold of what could become World War III. We have come to recognize, albeit reluctantly, certain cardinal factors underlying America’s strategic position in the world.

First, we have recognized that technological progress has realistically assisted in the creation of the basis for global, unrestricted warfare. The Battle of Britain and the disintegration of Hiroshima are symbolic when viewed in the somber light of continued technical advances both here in the United States and abroad. The atomic “explosion” in Soviet Russia helped in no small degree to destroy our illusion of monopoly of “city busters,” although many still are confident of our quantitative lead. Our weaknesses in conventional armaments and political warfare, glaringly tested in Korea, testify to our past defense planning primarily on the basis of a future all-out military conflict. Our scabbard refilling and political ambitions must, of necessity, possess new vigor and redefined goals based on technical realities today, as well as those of the immediate future.

Secondly, we have reluctantly come to recognize that our parochial political loyalties have also been thrust into the crucible of change. World politics today are balkanized to a degree that the United States has willingly admitted its membership in the Western community of nations; that is, openly admitted that democratic institutions and individual liberty are threatened on a universal scale. There is no longer much doubt expressed by our national strategists that world peace under a responsible order of humanitarian law—our ultimate
national objective—is indivisibly attached to the problem of augmenting the physical and moral security of the United States itself. The Monroe Doctrine has been revolutionarily extended by the Marshall Plan, the Truman Doctrine, the North Atlantic Pact, and the President’s historic action with regard to Korea. Where the physical and political power of the United States and its Allies is incapable of implementing the strategy of the Western Community in the world, serious problems exist. The United States, however, has come a long way since it turned its back on the League of Nations and buried its head in the sands of isolationism before Pearl Harbor. The Kremlin yet holds the initiative in world affairs because of its justification of any action, however arbitrary, in the attainment of a prescribed objective. Importantly, most American planners recognize the cardinal fact that a wholly anti-Soviet policy guarantees little success.

And thirdly, the aims of the United Nations during World War II—the unconditional destruction of German Fascism and Japanese Imperialism—have been convincingly demonstrated as limited goals in the promotion of a more perfect peace. Rather, as we have learned at considerable cost in blood, treasure, and prestige, the elimination of strongest powers in Europe and Asia opened wide the flood gates for the aggrandizement of the Soviet Union in regions adjacent to its borders. There is little need to catalog fully the steps in Russian expansion since the end of the Second World War. The abortive attempt to seize Iran (1946), the erection of the Soviet satellites in Eastern Europe, most notably Poland (1947) and Czechoslovakia (1948), the blockade of Berlin (1948), the accession to power of the Communist Government in China, and the attack of North Korea on South Korea—these steps have adequately demonstrated that the “peaceful coexistence” of the Soviet and Western worlds does not appear realistically feasible to the Bolshevik lords of Russia.

II

The North Atlantic Treaty, as we will examine in some detail, was spawned in diplomatic waters troubled by the apparent intentions of Soviet Russia to capitalize upon the destruction and disillusionment created by the war. Externally, the mobi-
lized might of the East emerged as an implied threat to the institutions of Western culture. It was a physical power opposed to Western security quite in excess to what normally might have been expected to result from the Politburo's ideological distrust of the non-Soviet world. The external reality of Soviet power, now daily augmenting its stockpile of atomic bombs, has animated the Atlantic Pact nations in their collective pursuit of military security.

Internal security for the Western nations has likewise prompted unprecedented collective action. Security is a double-barreled motivation because domestic political issues are no longer without importance in foreign affairs. Purely internal problems of formulating military defense and economic welfare are no longer separate problems presenting themselves for individual solution in each nation. The astronomic but necessary cost of modern arms and its relationship to the total national economy has created not unfounded concern within the relatively prosperous United States. Recently pressure has been exerted upon Britain and France to increase measurably their respective expenditures for armaments, a fact that illustrates the indivisibility of domestic and foreign policies. Only the United States, however, can even pretend to have a guns and butter economy.

Collective action also receives a notable impetus from the security versus civil rights question erected by the Communist citizens within each nation. The threat of Communism obviously presents an international problem, a subversive movement claiming legal immunity because of its aura of political party organization, yet serving as a "fifth column" in a time of crisis. Communism makes its especial appeal to the discontented, hungry, frustrated, and disillusioned members of any society. The containment of subversion within each nation, therefore, is indivisibly attached to the successful promotion of economic welfare and social justice.

From a piecemeal counter-attack, the Western community has exhibited increasing agreement for an integrated program of political and economic, as well as military, union based upon the broad principles of collective security and mutual assistance. It was a response in which the United States has assumed its inevitable role. In the economic sphere outright American aid for postwar European reconstruction is in the process of being augmented by the Schuman Plan and its refinements for a genuine institutionalization of European economy. The
Communist theory that the “capitalist nations” will, after all, fall of their own weight has not been forgotten. Reasonable care has been exercised by the United States not to found its material assistance upon exclusively military considerations. In the military sphere the fifty-year Anglo-French treaty of mutual assistance in case of any future German menace (Dunkirk, 1946) was augmented to forestall Soviet ambitions by regional defensive arrangements under Western Union (Brussels, 1948). The North Atlantic Pact, committing the United States to the defense of Western Europe, leads to the mutual defense of twelve nations of the Atlantic community possessing one-sixth of the world’s area and population. And, in the politico-ideological sphere, leaders of the Western-minded nations have unanimously expressed their belief in the intrinsic worth of individual human beings and in the democratic processes of orderly social change. Steadily, but very slowly unfortunately, endless discussions and complicated planning are laying the groundwork for comprehensive collaboration in fact. Time yet remains as a precious commodity.

Although the military collaboration of the West to ensure the maintenance of some semblance to peace has a tortuous route to travel before theories and planning staffs are backed up by effective military power, the progress of the collaboration among the nations of the Atlantic basin has nevertheless exceeded most optimistic predictions. Physically ravaged and morally disillusioned by the trials of war, all of Western Europe (including defeated Germany) has re-exhibited those qualities of human genius and enterprise which made Europe prominent in the past. Economic and social reconstruction in Western Europe, though far from being complete or extended downward to the lowest classes with great effect, has nevertheless regenerated prodigious political and moral vitality. All of this progress in contradiction to the predictions of Karl Marx, however, would be for naught if all-out World War III should come, or if the Soviet Union should obtain its objectives piecemeal or by default.

In the somber light of the war-readiness of the Soviet Union and its satellites the maintenance of the physical security of the Western nations is the primary responsibility of the coalition directed to achieve that purpose by the North Atlantic Pact. It would be useful then if we examine its strategic objectives and the means of achieving effective land, sea, and air defense.
III

The North Atlantic Pact was signed in Washington on April 4, 1949, by the Foreign Ministers of Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Under the five basic articles the member nations undertake:

(a) to settle any international disputes in which they may be involved by peaceful means, and to refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations (Article 1);

(b) to strengthen their free institutions, promote conditions of stability and well-being and develop economic collaboration (Article 2);

(c) by "continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid" to maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack (Article 3);

(d) to consult together whenever the territorial integrity, political independence or security of any one of them is threatened (Article 4);

(e) in the event of an armed attack against any one of them in Europe or North America, to assist the attacked nation "by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area." Such measures shall be immediately reported to the United Nations Security Council and shall be terminated when the Council has itself taken the measures necessary to restore peace and security (Article 5).

The remaining articles of the Treaty establish the mechanical arrangements under which these principles are operative.6

The uppermost purpose of the North Atlantic Pact has undoubtedly been to remove the anxieties of the continental European nations that result from their geographical proximity to Russian might and their desire to obtain an ironclad pledge of military and moral support from the United States. Europeans have not long forgotten America's unwillingness to assume responsibility in the League of Nations and its tardy entrance in the crusade against Fascism in Europe. M. Henry Queuille, as French Prime Minister, voiced this opinion in an interview on February 25, 1946, when he stated that the Continental nations would be on the front-line of an invasion from the East and therefore that the effect of the Atlantic Pact must be to spare them the invasion, not liberate them after it. M. Queuille continued:

"France, as the advance sentinel of Europe, cannot stand alone. Neither can she stand alone with the aid of the Benelux countries and

---

of Great Britain. That is the reason why Western Europe must be able to count on the aid of the United States. We know that once Western Europe was so occupied Americans would again come to our aid, and eventually we would be liberated. But the process would be terrible. The next time you would be probably liberating a corpse and civilization would probably be dead. The invasion—should it, to suppose the impossible, materialize—must be stopped before ever it can get started.*

In outlining the importance of the North Atlantic Treaty General Omar N. Bradley, chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and later also chairman of the North Atlantic Military Committee, stressed the same point as the French Premier, on April 5, 1949. The important objective of the North Atlantic Pact lies in the fact, Bradley said, that it would deny to any aggressor the deadly opportunity to pick off single nations one by one.

"This reassurance is especially vital to those Western European nations whose boundaries lie within striking distance of instant land attack. It is equally important to the United States, whose occupation commitments have carried its international obligations east of the River Rhine . . . .

"We cannot count on friends in Western Europe if our strategy, in the event of war, dictates that we shall first abandon them to the enemy, with a promise of later liberation. . . . Unless plans for common defense of the existing free world provide for the security of Western Europe, these people cannot be expected to stake their lives on the common cause. As long as the helplessness of Western Europe would invite military aggression, its increasing prosperity shall grow more tempting to the armies from the East. Not until we share our strength on a common defensive front can we hope to replace this temptation with a real deterrent to war."**

Western Europe could only be saved by Western Europeans, Bradley continued, but they must have the will and the means to resist. This will to resist can be partly developed by the possession of the means and partly by the assurance that they would be adequately helped in sufficient time. Strategically, Bradley concluded, the North Atlantic Pact would enable the free nations "to funnel the great strength of our new world to the ramparts of the old."*** These basic concepts have been generally voiced throughout the Atlantic community.

The broadest goals of the North Atlantic Pact, unfortunately apart from actual military realities, have been even more eloquently expressed by Western leaders. Before the British House

---

**Army Information Digest, vol. 4 (May 1943), pp. 3-5.
of Commons on March 18, 1949, Foreign Minister Bevin stated that "this new Pact brings us under a wider roof of security, a roof which stretches over the Atlantic Ocean and gives us the assurance of a great preponderance of power, which will be used on the side of peace, security and orderly progress." Secretary of State Acheson, in a broadcast on March 18, 1949, explaining the purpose of the Pact to the American people, stated:

"The nations joining in the Pact know that war does not pay. Others may not be as deeply convinced of this as we are. The North Atlantic treaty should help convince them also that war does not pay .... We are determined, on the one hand, to make it unmistakably clear that immediate and effective counter-measures will be taken against those who violate the peace, and on the other, to wage peace vigorously and relentlessly."†

The Communist attack on South Korea, in the light of the prompt and almost unanimous action by the United Nations, has little detracted from the basic purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty. Rather the Korean affair has amply demonstrated the local-war technique which the Soviet Union might have initiated in Europe had not the collective stand of the Western nations, incapable of defending themselves individually, presented a united diplomatic front opposing the ambitions of Soviet planners.

IV

THE VERY SUCCESS or failure of the Atlantic defense plan is dependent upon the course of politics in Western defense. This cardinal operative principle underlying the North Atlantic Treaty institution, however distasteful it may appear to the orderly military mind, must be regarded with due respect if truly collective military potential is to provide individual and collective security to the signatory nations. Purely military considerations, it must be recalled to mind, are political issues when "free and sovereign" nations send representatives to formulate collective strategy around a conference table. Significantly the political problems of Western defense must be solved by negotiation and compromise without weakening the prime objective—actual military effectiveness.

There are obvious political limitations (apart from military ones) inherent in the North Atlantic Pact. These primarily

---

*Cf. Three Major Developments in British Foreign Policy, issued by British Information Services, I.D. 944, pp. 8-9.
stem from the intrinsic difficulty of a group of sovereign nations formulating a common military plan in time of peace. Above all the Atlantic Pact is purely defensive in nature. Its primary aim is indeed preventive. In making crystal clear in advance that an attack upon one signatory nation of the Treaty will be regarded as an attack on all and will result in immediate concerted action, it can deter the would-be aggressor only if it is actually substantiated by adequate military power-in-being. Such military strength is only in the process of being achieved. The automatic nature of the Pact is not absolute either, since in a democratic nation the executive branch of the government does not always possess the power to declare war. The American constitution in particular expressly delegates the power to declare war to Congress, so that it is impossible to commit the United States to go to war in advance and automatically. Supporting measures short of war, as President Roosevelt's "belligerent neutrality" program of 1939-1941 demonstrated, can be promised on a reasonably automatic basis within flexible limitations.

In addition the geographical limitations of the Treaty (inclusive of signatory member-nations only) cannot be considered as limitations upon the obligations of these nations towards other nations not included in the Pact. All signatory nations are obligated under the Charter of the United Nations. The United States is likewise bound by regional diplomatic commitments quite apart from President Truman's promise of American support to defend any free nation (i.e., the defense of the Western Hemisphere, occupation responsibilities in Germany and Japan, traditional obligations towards the Philippines, etc.). Britain has both her obligations towards her fellow-members of the Commonwealth and the overseas territories of the Empire, as well as the direct responsibility for maintaining the independence and security of many nations in the area from Greece to Persia with whom Britain has special and long-standing relationships. Other signatory nations, such as France and the Netherlands, have basic overseas interests as well as European responsibilities. There are also non-member States which are politically or geographically not outside of the Atlantic Treaty scheme. Franco Spain and Western Germany, geographically within the Atlantic community, present highly delicate historical problems which must necessarily be solved, if possible, to the satisfaction of all signatory nations towards the promotion of European defenses. On the other hand, Tur-
key and Greece, within the political orbit of the Atlantic scheme, are members of the Atlantic Treaty in spirit only.

The complex and complicated organization under which the North Atlantic Treaty functions reflects the difficult task of integrating the diverse and multiple interests of the individual member nations. The complex machinery of command exhibits, in part, a factor which could well determine the actual military effectiveness of the Atlantic coalition should it be tested in the crucible of combat (see Chart).

For over a year the Atlantic Treaty command organization has been a policy-making and planning institution rather than an operational fighting organization. It compares, perhaps, with the gigantic planning and command staffs which directed the high strategy of the Western United Nations from London and Washington during the late war. From the supreme policy organ of the Atlantic Treaty, the Council of Foreign Ministers, on downward to the Regional Planning Groups, the fighting forces of the signatory nations fit into the Atlantic military scheme only through a veritable labyrinth of command channels with political decisions being passed downward and military problems being thrust upward.* At first glance, the top-heaviness of the Atlantic command structure appears to be logical and practical, perhaps a remarkable result of considerable debate and difficult compromise.

The reviewing of the strategic situation in Europe as a result of the Communist invasion of South Korea, however, reveals the naked fact that the strengthening of Western defense under the Atlantic Treaty has not been appreciable. Apart from the provision of American arms to Western European nations under the billion-dollar Military Assistance Program and the existence of American air and naval power, in-being and potential, the Atlantic Treaty remains a paper plan activated primarily by its elaborate command machinery. In land forces, for example, the disparity in strength between the estimated sixty immediately-available Russian divisions and the publically announced goal of thirty-five Western European divisions (only fifteen apparently exist) is considerable. The disparity in land strength is multiplied when it is considered that Russian divisions could be considerably augmented in a matter of weeks. On the other hand, the present total of Western divisions cannot soon approach the modest figure of thirty-

five, and tactical air support and superior fire-power remain to be created and coordinated, even though further divisions could be mobilized by France and Britain and more American divisions could cross the Atlantic. The disparity in strength between the actual physical threat to Western Europe and its actual physical defenses again stresses the dire necessity for resolute and coordinated action by the North Atlantic Treaty nations.

The Western Union military organization under Field Marshal Montgomery, theoretically operating closely with the Western European Regional Planning Group of the North Atlantic Treaty, still possesses the primary responsibility for the actual defense of France, the Low Countries, and Great Britain in the possible event of a Communist invasion. The Western Union command structure, subject to the same political pressures as the Atlantic Treaty organization of which it is considered a part, is itself top-heavy with planning and policy-making staffs. The military correspondent of The Times (London) has pointed out that the defense of Western Europe under the Brussels Treaty possesses "unpractical machinery." His criticism appears equally applicable in pointing up the political defects in the Atlantic command setup:

"At the top international political and military committees meet once in six or in three months. They are not presided over by permanent chairman, regularly dealing with the problems involved. Members come to these meetings with their heads full of their national problems. They return with fresh projects and requests which have to be further debated at home, where home politics and international rivalries tend to smother them.

"Below the top level there are, of course, permanent organs which have no concern other than the work in hand, but they are constantly held up for lack of decisions. There is scarcely a measure involving action, even action in emergency at some future date, which can be taken by those engaged in creating any collective defence scheme without a specific ruling from above. If incomplete international cooperation prevents a ruling from being given, no action can follow.

"When we come down to the actual fighting forces, without which planning is no more real than the discussions in Cloud Cuckoo Land, the state of affairs is less promising still ...."

The Atlantic Treaty organization into which the Western Union fighting forces were intended to dovetail, yet remains, then, but a prefatory plan to deter actual Communist aggression in Western Europe. However difficult the problems of polit-

itical organization and military planning may be, fighting a possible military conflict, should it come, remains a thing to be achieved under the Atlantic Pact. Being defensive in purpose, the Atlantic nations appear to be forced to prepare to fight on the enemy's terms. At any rate the command and planning organization of the North Atlantic Pact should promote, not hamstring, the creation of physical security for Western Europe by deterring or defeating, if necessary, the Soviet military menace.

In his memoirs of the crusade against Nazism General Eisenhower authoritatively testified that "Allied unity, and the ways and means of attaining it, constituted the principal war lesson."* Unity among the North Atlantic Treaty nations has been more than adequately expressed by eloquent words. The purpose of the scheme is crystal clear, but it is also apparent that an immediate streamlining of the command machinery is mandatory and prerequisite to future military success. The existence of national differences and prejudices, well-demonstrated by the thorny problem of rearming Western Germany, has tended to prevent the making of decisions and the promotion of discussions among the various delegates to more than the abstract proceedings of a debating society. Practical decisions must result in realistic military power either by the creation of a truly international fighting organization or by the full coordination of the various national armed forces.

With similar views in mind Winston Churchill urged that the Council of Europe in August 1950 create a European War Minister to serve as the political head of a genuine European army transcending nationality. There have also been practical suggestions that a Joint Atlantic High Command, a war operative command organization like S.H.A.E.F., be created so that the North Atlantic scheme can be translated directly into an effective fighting machine while there is yet time.† The political nature of an inter-allied command, confounded with the conflicting theories as to the strategic prominence of navies, armies, and air forces in modern war, necessitates early action unless the democratic nations of the West prefer that the Kremlin seize the military initiative by force of arms in the affairs of Western Europe. The political questions upon which

---

†New York Times, 10 August 1950, p. C9. (Since Dr. Emme's article was written, General Eisenhower has been named supreme commander of all North Atlantic Pact military forces. It should be remembered, as Dr. Emme suggests, that this appointment should help but not necessarily ensure the rapid build-up of the Western forces.—Ed.)
the existence of free Europe will be determined in the future—will France fight in the event of a Soviet invasion, or, more important, will Kremlin planners decide that the price of seizing Western Europe is too high?—these questions, among many others, are dependent upon the success of the North Atlantic Pact in creating the will and the means to resist Soviet invasion by force of arms. It would be pertinent to examine what positive steps have thus far been taken.

V

One of the concrete achievements of the North Atlantic Treaty organization has been the general agreement upon a common strategic plan for the defense of Western Europe. Based upon the underlying principle that a division of labor among the Atlantic nations will be the most economical manner to create a war-effective coalition, the common objective is to establish balanced collective military power. Under this principle each member-nation cannot build up its fighting forces upon its particular traditional interests, its unique geographical location, or its other purely national strategic circumstances. Rather, each nation, under the plan, must contribute towards the realization of the common purpose within its capacities in skill and resources. Thus the principle has been laid down that the best defense of each part is co-existent with the defense of the whole of the Western community. Historical experience has indeed proven the wisdom of this principle. Adolf Hitler's successful policy of divide et impera during the late 1930's has provided ample testimony to the diplomatic ineffectiveness of the Western Powers, who were neither individually secure nor capable of collective military action in stemming the acquisition of bits of Central Europe by the Third Reich before the conquest of Poland.

Collective balanced fighting forces—a rather sophisticated but nevertheless adequate politico-military term—means that each member-nation of the North Atlantic Treaty will contribute to the integrated defense of the Western Community in its most economic and efficient manner. Although specific details have not been released, it has been widely publicized that the broad division of military labor among the North Atlantic nations is as follows: ground forces—the Continental nations, particularly France; tactical air power and air defense—Britain and France; control of sea communications—the United
States and Britain; strategic bombing—the United States. The powers occupying Western Germany, most notably Britain and the United States, are obligated to provide army and air components for the defense of Western Europe in the name of German defense.

Devised to put teeth into the purpose of the North Atlantic Pact, the concept of collective balanced military forces is the basic principle determining the manner in which other positive accomplishments of the Atlantic scheme have been instituted. These other concrete achievements, without attempting to evaluate their relative contribution to Western defense, are as follows: (1) the distribution of American arms under the Military Aid Program, (2) the coordination of war production, (3) the building of air and naval bases, (4) the standardization of weapons and tactics by means of integrating military forces and conducting joint exercises, and (5) the eventual creation and equipping of some fifty ground divisions with tactical air support under a single command setup. There is no need to trace the slow but steady progress of these positive steps for translating the North Atlantic Treaty into an effective organization to defend Western Europe.*

The concept of collective balanced forces again makes clear the political nature of Western defense. Each signatory-nation of the Pact has been reluctant to surrender any sovereignty over military matters, even in the interests of collective defense. In the field of naval armaments, for example, the Atlantic nations are perhaps over-prepared, at least in a conventional sense, in the light of the actual Soviet menace to Western Europe. There has been unwillingness on the part of France to surrender its naval responsibilities (e.g., the question of the French aircraft carrier) entirely to Britain and the United States. From the French point of view Britain with its insular defense problem has been reluctant to surrender responsibility for tactical air power (exploitable for British air defense) on the continent primarily to France. Jet aircraft, for example, have proven to be a valuable exchange item for the British economy, which, at the same time, have considerably promoted the standardization of weapons and tactics among the Western European nations. Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, and Norway have received De Havilland Vampire or Gloster Meteor jet fighters. Combined air defense exercises

of the Western Union air forces using the same type of aircraft and, most notably, English as a common language, have had remarkable results. Nevertheless, Winston Churchill, one of the most fervent advocates of Western European Union, severely raked the Labour Government over the coals before the House of Commons in August of this year. Speaking with reference to Russian propaganda that Britain had allowed itself to become an "aircraft carrier" for U.S. bombers, Churchill said:

"I simply cannot comprehend a policy which on the one hand takes the extraordinary risk of establishing this base ["aircraft carrier"] and yet disperses or distributes so large a proportion of the jet aircraft production in which British genius has held the lead. We wonder how many we have distributed to our friends or sold to foreign countries [e.g., Argentina and Egypt in particular]. . . ."

The export of jet aircraft, Churchill concluded, was "an act of improvidence without description or repair."*

Divergent national views among the Atlantic Powers have been perhaps best exhibited in connection with the problems of Western German defense and the inclusion of Franco Spain in the defense arrangements. Both Britain and France, in contrast to America, have been reluctant to consider German rearmament for Continental defense. Attitudes toward Franco Spain have been divided within national spheres much in the same manner that Congress and President Truman disagreed on the political wisdom of a loan to Spain by the United States.

VI

The future conduct of the United States will probably decide whether there shall be a bombing or shooting war on a global scale. It is all too easy for concerned Americans to prescribe what our European partners for peace should do in speeding up the unification of Western Europe. It is perhaps much more vital, however, that American policy-makers be willing to grapple realistically and sympathetically with the delicate problems of the European nations and to give constant recognition to our common heritage from the past, our collective problems of today, and our mutual aims for the future. Without question the United States is economically and militarily preeminent in the North Atlantic scheme because of its wealth in resources, its technical proficiency, and its mass organization. If successful relations are to endure between Western

*The Times (London), August 27, 1950, p. 4.
Europe and the United States, it cannot be assumed, however, that moral responsibility automatically resides completely on the western shores of the Atlantic Ocean.

Long relatively homogeneous in culture, the nations of Western Europe have apparently chosen to terminate many of their disagreements stemming out of historical sentimentality and to restore their position in the international power-complex by formulating collective action in many fundamental political and economic matters. Significantly Western Europe has not been unwilling thus far to ally itself with the United States for mutual co-operation in the struggle between East and West. It remains a primary task for American planners to ensure that Western Europe long remains a willing partner in the unified effort to deter Soviet aggrandizement in Europe as well as in Asia. If the North Atlantic Treaty becomes a military institution defending Western Europe in fact as well as in theory, a fundamental objective of American foreign policy will have been achieved. Without the support of Western Europe the United States can neither preserve world peace nor engage successfully in a World War III.

After tracing the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire the eighteenth-century historian Gibbon held the comfortable view that the invention of gunpowder had so augmented the art of war that barbarians would have to become civilized before they could conquer. To Gibbon technological progress and moral development were co-existent, for he could not foresee a time when man's scientific prowess would far outrun his social genius. The Western community still regards the means by which the "better life" is to be achieved of primary importance. The actions of the Soviet Union to assist "as a midwife at the birth of a classless society on a global scale are founded only upon the dictates of expediency and opportunism. If man is a rational animal, it is inevitable that as long as the Western nations remain of a collective mind and are given time to provide adequate defenses for themselves, the creation of the means to their ultimate objective will promote its attainment.

Air University
Interdiction

One bomb dropped on an ammunition train can destroy carloads of shells. But dozens of guns must be destroyed at the front if the shells reach the gun crews. In the weeks while U.N. forces steadily retreated, a major Air Force objective was to slow the flow of enemy troops and materiel to the battlefields. The heavy masses of North Korean manpower and equipment pushing south offered countless targets. Fighter and fighter-bomber pilots, given initiative within the master plan of interdiction, went for the juiciest targets of opportunity. They hit tanks, trucks, bridges, ammunition dumps, locomotives, troop convoys, warehouses, road junctions, and the mouths of railroad tunnels. B-29's took out marshalling yards as far north as Pyongyang and blasted bridges at Seoul, Chongju, Ichon, Kongju, Pyongtaek, and dozens of other vital bottlenecks. By 1 September the interdiction campaign had knocked out over eighty per cent of the key rail and highway bridges north of the 38th parallel and had severely battered the critical rail-highway network in South Korea.
The success of the Fifth Air Force interdiction bombing program is demonstrated by this combat photo taken 17 July. Both the bridge to the right of center and the one on the far left, near Kongju, South Korea, were hit. The North Koreans were forced to ford the streams, where their tanks and vehicles stuck and became prey for marauding F-80's and F-51's. A truck and three tanks—two camouflaged—are mired below the bridge.

Fifth Air Force F-80's streaked in on this unsuspecting North Korean motor supply column and inflicted heavy damage with one short burst of rocket and machine gun fire. The F-80 jets found the fuel-laden trucks at Tuman-ni ten miles southeast of Kongju, 17 July. American reconnaissance, swooping over the area at 100 feet, photographed the result.
Sixty B-29's poured 500 tons of bombs on the Ryuzan marshalling yards at Seoul 16 July 1950. Damage to the tracks in the yards and on the main line outlets brought rail movements through Seoul to the southern battle lines and to the northwest coastal area virtually to a standstill. A large locomotive and railroad car manufacturing plant was heavily damaged. Fire and explosion damage to repair and assembly shops dealt a major blow to enemy capacity to repair and assemble stock. The plant was capable of manufacturing over 2500 locomotives and repairing over 2500 locomotives a year. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow. The locomotive and railroad car manufacturing plant was virtually destroyed. A large locomotive lay to a standstill. A large locomotive of the northwest coastal area virtually halted rail movements through Seoul. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow. Enemy capacity to replace rapidly decreasing supplies of rolling stock was dealt a major blow.
Ruins of Seoul rail yards and shops as they appeared 18 August 19...
On 10 August the 24-track-wide switchyard at Wonsan was filled with loaded trains when the B-29's came over. A pilot in the second wave said: "I could see the bombs of the preceding wave strike. There seemed to be a small explosion and then flames raced across the entire marshalling yards. It was prob­ably caused by loaded ammunition and then flames raced across the entire marshalling yards. I was gob­bled up!" FEAF Bomber Command planners had intentionally placed the Pyongyang marshalling yards earlier on the target list than the Wonsan yards. Traffic from Wonsan yards, traffic from the north and east passes through Wonsan en route to Pyongyang. The destruction of the Pyongyang yards on 7 August caused traffic to back up in the Wonsan yards ready for the 10 August attack.
Wonsan railroad yards
10 August after B-29 attack. Bomb craters are very well dispersed.
The Six Types of Russians
You Should Know

MAJOR NICHOLAS E. MITCHELL

DURING the past years a great deal has been written about Russians. Unfortunately much of it has been misleading. People with little, if any, Russian background and with unreliable sources of information have produced impressive looking articles and books. Some honest authors have allowed themselves to be misled by previously published nonsense. Others, unable to think objectively because of deep-rooted prejudices, have sought to escape detection of their shortcoming by coloring the perfectly normal psychological traits of Russians with distracting hues of oriental mystery. At times they have stooped to poorly disguised smear techniques. They have mentioned only the bad points or certain facets of Russian life which they knew would seem ridiculous or repulsive to the reader. They have played on basic differences in religion, culture, or standards of living.

Transformation of Russia into the U.S.S.R. has completely clouded the already foggy picture in the mind of the average Westerner. Clever Soviet propaganda, coupled with the barrier of the Iron Curtain, continues to misinform the truth-thirsty student and reader. Little wonder that to this day Russians are believed to be "unusual," "Oriental," "barbaric," "humane," "coarse," "sentimental," "materialistic," "realistic," etc. What are they really like?

Basically Russians differ but little from Americans. They have a good sense of humor and laugh at our jokes. Just like us, they instinctively pity the miserable, the under-dog. Russian music is rich in melody and tender in sentiment. At times it becomes as lively and exciting as ours. In literature and the arts, their achievements fully equal our best, and scientifically Russians have contributed much to the world's storehouse of knowledge.

Both Russians and Americans have been born and reared in a vast land, rich in natural resources, predominantly agricultural, and endowed with a great economic potential. It would
seem that all things being equal, Russians should be very much like us—we should have no trouble in understanding their thoughts and in getting along with them. Yet there is one difference—not large, but its effect is immense. When poorly diagnosed or unrecognized, it becomes the source of "the difficulty of understanding Russians." That difference is caused by the fact that the Russian political outlook is diametrically opposite to ours.

In all of their history the Russian people have never had to depend on themselves for political decisions or political action. They have never been brought up, as we have, in the tradition of free exercise of voting power. Politics have always been ready-made for their masses. The thought of voting and thus controlling one's own destiny is as alien to Russians as it is natural to us. The ideas of abiding by the will of the majority, of controlling one's own government by vote, of being free to criticize the people in authority are incomprehensible to the average Russian who has not lived abroad. We take for granted the fundamental rights, privileges, and obligations of a citizen in a democracy. Being blessed from early childhood with the way of life of free men—it is hard for us to understand a people whose thoughts have never dwelled on freedom as we know it. Even without Communism, Russians would not think of politics as we do. That is the difference.

Russians do not have the instinctive political self-determination of a free people. Once the fundamental fact is kept in mind—a clear understanding of today's Russian people can result from classifying them into their several distinct types. This can be done on the basis of their background, education, and environment.

Today one might consider six distinct types of Russians discernible in the world. Three are found outside of the Soviet Union, and the remaining three are within its geographical boundaries.

Russians Outside the U.S.S.R.

*Type I Russians: Emigrants who left Russia before the Revolution of 1917.* All have been abroad for many years. By now they have assimilated to a large degree the traits, habits, and customs of the nation in which they live. Some are the Douhobor and Molocan religious refugees and the bulk of the Russian Jews. Leaving imperial Russia of their own free will to avoid
religion and "racial" persecution, they missed being drafted for military service.

The passing years in foreign lands have had their effect on them and their children. Their memories of old Russia have grown dim and prejudiced by personal feelings. They know very little about the Soviet Union, although a few of them like to pass as authorities on it, claiming real knowledge because of their "Russian background." In most cases they speak only the language of their new country. Considering those who live in the U. S. A., one can say that their outlook on life, their political views, and their political actions have become quite American.

The "melting pot" has had time to blend them thoroughly into their community. Their children have lost nearly all foreign traits. They often make outstanding citizens in a democracy. Thanks to the years in the new environment, they have outgrown the characteristic Russian lack of political self-determination.

**Type II Russians: The 1917 to 1925 White Russian Emigrants.**

They are called "White," not because they are members of the white race but because of their political affiliation before and after the revolution of 1917. Most of them were members of the "White forces" opposing the "Red Communists." After their emigration, their patriotism to their newly adopted nations became outstanding.

In virtually all cases they left the "old country" to escape death. They lost every material and spiritual possession that they had, and often members of their families died in the Communist-ied massacres. The White Russians are deeply appreciative of their new homes, for it gave them a chance to start a decent life again. Most of them are unusually well educated, cultured, and refined people who were members of the upper strata of the Russian Empire.

Their sudden integration into our mode of life and customs has been a difficult process in spite of their eagerness to become real Americans. As their upbringing and education were governed by age-old traditions set in rigid patterns of social level, they underwent a painfully uncomfortable adjustment to the loosely knit social strata of the United States. It was hard for them to understand a new language, new customs, and what seemed at first like a rugged and abrupt people devoid of the fine mannerisms of the old world.
Many of the White Russians, especially the officers, had been brought up with a sense of high integrity and obedience to their rulers. Outspoken criticism of the American government, so normal for us, seemed shocking to them at first. The hail-good-fellow back slapping attitude of some Americans caught them off balance.

A few never recovered completely from the shock of having their whole life wrecked by the revolution. Old traditions were too deeply ingrained. They often formed clubs to find relief from the loneliness induced by their inability to adjust themselves fully to the modern society and to the strange customs of their new homeland. Once in the midst of their own company, they felt more at ease. Some relived their glorious past, forgetting for the moment the cold outside world. Most are violently anti-Communist. However, because of their inhibitions it is doubtful if many of them will ever fully understand and enjoy the freedoms of our Democracy.

A few of them still dream of returning to Russia, of taking possession of their lost lands and living again the indolent life of a landlord with their peasants working for them and catering to their smallest whims. Such people are dangerous to America should their voice ever be heard outside the U.S.A. Their selfishness could quickly wreck what little good-will and cooperation we may build up behind the Iron Curtain, although their knowledge of both the Russian and English languages may, on the surface, make them seem like attractive candidates for certain types of foreign duty.

Type III Russians: The Soviet Emigrants and DP's. After 1925 there was only a trickle of emigrants from the U.S.S.R. The bloody purges of the mid-thirties increased that trickle. By the early forties it swelled to the proportions of a stream and culminated in a flood of DP's who refused to return to their native land, preferring the slave-laborer life in Axis nations to the fate awaiting them back home. When compared to the Russians of Type II, they differ mainly in the degree of self-reliance, discipline on the job, reluctance to mentioning or even thinking of American politics. The U.S.S.R. DP's definitely surpass the "White" Russian emigrants in the above respects.

The average Type III Russian is a fairly rugged person with a robust constitution (the weaklings did not survive the famines of the 20's). His hatred of the Soviet government is pronounced, and he is quite outspoken about it, especially if
he thinks that we want to hear him criticize it. Because of his environment during his upbringing in the U.S.S.R. he is foxy enough to tell a lie now and then to help attain his goal, and he is capable of successfully carrying out small intrigues.

In spite of the Communist efforts to stamp out religion, the vast majority of Soviet DP's are devout. They take active part in Russian churches here but normally avoid the company of old White Russians because of an immense cultural gap. These DP's are keenly aware of their shortcomings in social savoir faire, and they are constantly on the defensive in that respect. The smallest hint of snobishness or inattention deeply hurts their feelings. They consider it a personal affront.

They are proud of their Russian background, yet the idea of Communism produces a shade of guilt in their minds. Most of them realize that some of the blame for the turn of events rests squarely on their shoulders, for probably not too long ago they willingly supported the growth of Communism in their native land. When questioned, only a few are honest enough to admit it. The reasons they give for their Communist behaviour in their early years range all the way from the cold "that was the side my bread was buttered on" to the apologetic "at that time I was so young and foolish."

The Type III Russians adjust themselves to life in the new world with less pain than Type II Russians, for they are less inhibited. They are more lively, more energetic, much surer of themselves on the surface, and seldom do they bow and scrape. They can bluff remarkably well—an art, they claim they acquired for survival in the U.S.S.R.

Their education is thorough in their chosen field. It is not, however, as extensive as that of the better class White Russians. The U.S.S.R. DP's may not know too much but what they do know, they know well. Those among them, who can think objectively in retrospect, are the best sources of information regarding the present living conditions in U.S.S.R.

Most of them are politically reliable, as they took a one way road when they left their country. These people will never seriously think of going back, for should they return to their native land, they will lose everything—their life, they say. The violent change of government in their old country has been a good lesson for them in a way. It has developed in them a sense of political adaptability which helps most of them quickly to become mentally American. However that adaptability is understandable, for they have lost nothing compared to the
White Russians. The U.S.S.R. DP's gained in freedom, in standard of living, in comfort, and in peace of mind when they took the road to America. What they left behind was abandoned willingly, and with few regrets.

Russians in the U.S.S.R.

_Type IV Russians: Political leaders and party members._ These people, when taken at face value are what we call the hardest in the world to understand. Their outlook on life and on all surrounding phenomena of nature seems to be exactly the opposite of ours. When we consider the Type IV Russians or their thoughts, words, or actions, we must keep several basic facts in mind. In the past these few basic facts were unfortunately either unknown, disbelieved, or intentionally ignored by people on our side of the Iron Curtain.

Had they been seriously considered, the "unexplainable" about these Russians might have been understood, and their "unexpected" actions might have been anticipated with a reasonable degree of accuracy. These facts are in the open for all willing to see; no secrecy shrouds them. They have been written down more than once by the founders of the Communist Party, and the method for their application is clearly outlined in the latest writings of present Party leaders.

Considering the order in which they most affect the behaviour of Type IV Russians, these facts are:

_a._ The Party to which the Type IV Russians belong is not a political party as we know such parties, _i.e._, Democrat, Republican, Socialist. For all practical purposes the Party is a military organization with its commander in chief, the general staff with its normal subdivisions, outlying commands, administrative areas, and divisions, regiments, and companies. These Russians consider themselves soldiers in spite of their civilian clothes. Every line of their conduct is prescribed. They live the life of the soldier, with his sense of duty, of supreme sacrifice, of honor, of strict discipline, and of _esprit de corps_. In their own eyes and in the eyes of their fellow members they are "Soldiers of the Revolution."

_b._ They consider themselves as constantly at war, a war that is merciless to the loser, from the day it started with the bloody formation of U.S.S.R. to the day it will end with either a complete conquest and transformation of the remaining
capitalist world into a Communist state or with the total collapse of Communism.

c. Their world has but one boundary line, a fluid and constantly shifting border between their own and friendly Communist states on the one hand and the enemy states of the capitalist world on the other. Nations as we know them, do not exist, save for the two areas—theirs and the enemy’s.

d. There is no room in their view for anything but complete destruction of their enemy. They will never accept a “negotiated peace” or a “diplomatic settlement” as a permanent solution. Their government cannot co-exist at peace with another one of a different type. Diplomacy as we know it has been eliminated from their concept. To them, diplomacy is just another tactical weapon or tool for attaining final victory in their grand strategy for Communist world conquest.

e. Communism as a political theory and a way of life is, according to them, the only true form of government. All others, they claim, were wickedly designed for the purpose of exploiting the fruits of the worker’s labor. They parry any attempt at a realistic comparison of benefits and drawbacks between their system and others: “How can perfection be compared with half-truths? There can be no comparison!”

f. The backbone of their incredibly strange morals is one of the fundamental principles upon which the success of the Revolution is based: “The end justifies the means.” Here they find justification for their deeds and their relations to others.

g. The driving force that makes the Type IV Russians stick together is a combination of two dynamic factors: ideological zeal and fear. Each of these Russians, or any Communist in this world for that matter, is pushed along by a varying combination of the two. Some have more of ideology than of fear. Others are driven practically by fear alone. They all have one thing in common, however. It consists of at least one grain of fear permanently incrusted into the structure of their mentality.

This dual driving force, cleverly applied, provides the cohesion that keeps all Party members bound together in a monolithic whole which exerts enormous pressure in the direction of the expansion of Communist power. It makes possible the undisputed total control of unorganized millions—a control that tolerates no deviation from its designated course nor sanctions any contradiction of its will. That is why all of the Type IV Russians, for all practical purposes, think as one, act as one, and pull in the same direction, each adding his bit of
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ingenuity, of strength, and of plain hard work to the common cause—the success of the Revolution that has world-wide Communism as its final goal.

**Type V Russians: The Masses.** There are about 180 million of them. Some of their cousins, uncles, fathers, children—came to the USA recently as DP’s. They are everyday people: workers, clerks, teachers, bricklayers, and engineers. They serve where they can, on the collective farms, in factories, or in the armed forces. They are the people whose labor makes the fields of Ukraine a rich green, the forests of Siberia yield their treasures in lumber, the oil-rich Caucasus give up its black gold. They herd the cattle and sheep in the endless plains of Central Asia or dig up tons of metal in the northern vastness of their land. They make the five-year plans a reality as they feed themselves and their rulers.

They are a quiet, silent lot—resigned to their fate, turning to religion for the courage needed to carry on, constantly afraid. Many of them once tried to express their thoughts, to deviate from the narrow path that the Party had charted for their daily living. Such people dared incur the wrath of their government. Now they no longer belong to their society, and they are out of the picture in so far as their friends and relatives are concerned. They found themselves confined to the government labor camps that are scattered throughout the U.S.S.R. in “special zones.” There work follows sleep in an endless procession. One day is like the next, with no horizon of hope, no glimpse of a different future. Bodily discomforts are not too bad, for one becomes numbed with pain, hunger, and cold. What hurts most at first is the lack of spirit, the broken spine that paralyzes will power and brings on fear, constant fear.

But life goes on in the land as the 180 million toil and earn their daily bread. Their thoughts are on the immediate future, on tomorrow and on the day after. They never think of politics. Politics are not for them, as that die was cast long ago. They enjoy a bit of simple fun once in a while, but mostly it is work and more work, for the hungry mouth of the five-year plan has to be fed. The bosses say that the Revolution must go on. They hear that the enemy surrounds them—a fate worse than death awaits them, So “work, Tovarisch, work all you can, to the best of your ability and use just what the government decides you need—no more!”
There is little time left for thought, the Party sees to that. They have compulsory meetings which everyone attends, for no one dares say no. These meetings are usually designed to take up leisure time. Too much leisure would be dangerous these days, as people with a little time on their hands can get together and talk and think. The government sees to it that they have no time to discuss such lofty things as democracy, freedom, America—no time to even think of anything else than tomorrow or of their work on the day after.

The thoughts of refrigerators, new cars, politics, and freedom seldom enter the minds of an average Type V Russian. He rather dreams of a new pair of shoes that he can ill afford or of a new suit, or of some butter on the table—other thoughts are dangerous. They may lead to a labor camp, for a slip of the tongue has proven itself to be a fatal error for more than one person. One cannot trust his wife, or brother, or neighbor, or sweetheart. Anyone may turn you in, even your own child. It is much easier to forget those things, to file them in the dead file section of your mind. It is surprising how fast one can forget when the driving force is fear. These Russians have become experts at never speaking their minds. They avoid the younger generation like a plague, for that generation has been sold on Communism. Their outstanding common characteristic besides constant fear is their lack of trust and belief in anyone.

**Type VI Russians: The First Soviet Generation.** They do not even call themselves Russians, and rightly not, for they are Soviet citizens, born under the Communist government and reared like good Communists under intense Party supervision. They are a strange species of human beings, full of force and drive, fanatically confident of their power and destiny. They consider themselves the saviours of the worker, the crusaders for the emancipation of the toiling masses. They have but one goal and only one destiny—to give their all to ensure the success of the world Revolution.

From kindergarten on through all stages of education, they have neither heard nor learned anything except the Communist doctrine and what technical training they have received. The history, geography, literature, and philosophy they have studied are brands unheard of in our country. Their belief in what they have learned is unshakable, and their trust of the Party leaders is blindly faithful. They know that the future leaders of the Communist state will be chosen from
their ranks. They will never accept new ideas, for whatever does not agree with Communism is automatically classified in their mind as false. Such one-track minds, intent on one purpose, seeing only what they were taught to see, blind to everything else, could have been produced only through a well-planned training program, a program that required complete isolation of the students from the outside world and a thorough editing and censorship of texts and teaching from start to finish.

This first Soviet generation speaks a virtually different language; their outlook on life and politics is just what the Party wants. They cannot compare values without prejudice because of unwillingness to give an inch in compromise. They are the “Pit Bulls” of Communism, the most trusted followers who believe because they know nothing else. Teaching them the facts about the rest of the world will prove to be harder than can be anticipated at first impression. They will listen with attention and assumed reverence to anything that is being said, for they are well-disciplined; yet when the talk is over, they will instinctively discard all statements and facts that do not jibe with the Communist teachings that have been drilled into them since childhood.

As time goes on, their ranks will swell, while the older Russians die off. This first Soviet generation will be followed by the second, then the third. Each succeeding generation will be more and more fanatical than the first, less and less given to absorbing the truth with an open and impartial mind. Their outstanding characteristic is that they are totally blind to any Western ideas of freedom and democracy. Discussion, arbitration, and successful settlement of international questions will become impossible when they will fill one end of the scales of human destiny in this world.

These are today’s six general types of Russians. Of course borderline cases exist—cases that seem to be either of two types—but they are few in number and are likely to be indecisive in action. They can safely be disregarded. It is an aid to “understanding” the Russians, or their intentions, if one will attempt to type an individual or group whose words or actions he would understand. Then if he keeps in mind the fundamental characteristics of the type, some light may be cast on his problem.
The Seoul Bridge Complex

Two single-track railroad bridges, one double-track railroad bridge, and a highway bridge spanned the Han River at Seoul, gateway to the main supply route feeding the divisions smashing at the Pusan beachhead. North Korean command devolved on no generalissimo loosely ordering route armies armed with rifles and cooking pots to isolated battles. It rested in a highly competent modern staff organization that directed its resources toward carefully planned objectives. Prime evidence of its energy and resourcefulness was displayed in its effort to maintain the all-important Han River crossing.

I. Two spans (a) of the highway bridge were destroyed on 2 July by demolition conducted by the U.S. Military Mission in South Korea. One span (b) of each of the single-track railroad bridges was destroyed by air strike on 5 July. On 20 July there had been no indications of the vehicle pontoon bridge (c), the vehicle approaches and decking of the double-track railroad bridge allowing it to serve both rail and vehicle traffic. But by 22 July, in two days, it was in place and in operation in response to top priority change in requirements.

II. Three spans (d) of the double-track railroad bridge were destroyed on 19 August, after repeated air strikes. Photography of 20 August showed no activity of new construction.

III. By 22 August railroad grades on each side of the river and bridge construction across the river were observed. By 3 September the grades (e) and bridge (f) to by-pass the permanent bridges were completed, in spite of two successful air strikes on the new approaches and bridge (g) between 22 August and 3 September.
WHY TROOP CARRIER AND MATS SHOULD NOT BE MERGED

Military planners are agreed that air transportation is of primary importance in the conduct of military operations. There are two forces in the United States Air Force that provide the major air transport effort—the Military Air Transport Service (MATS) and the Troop Carrier forces. Because both forces transport personnel and materiel by air, some of us have erroneously considered the mission of both to be the same. Lt. Col. George E. Stover expressed such an opinion in his article, “Why Two Air Transport Organizations?,” in the 1950 Summer issue of the *Air University Quarterly Review*. Lt. Col. Stover’s approach was prompted to attain more air transport from the forces available. His discussion was based on the four considerations of mission, training, equipment, and organization. He concluded that both forces have the same mission and the same equipment capability and minor cross training problems. He therefore disagreed with the practice of maintaining two separate transport organizations.

Let us approach the problem along the same avenue that Lt. Col. Stover has chosen. What are the missions of Troop Carrier and MATS? As Lt. Col. Stover indicated, both forces transport personnel and materiel, but that is only part of the picture. More important is how, why, where, when, and under what circumstances each performs its job. To understand the mission of an organization, the tasks involved and the methods of employment must also be studied.

The primary mission of MATS is to provide world-wide logistical support for air, land, and sea forces. Such operations are continuous. Long-range, heavy-load-carrying aircraft are employed over regularly established routes on a scheduled, single-ship, all-weather, round-the-clock basis. This strategic airlift provides the means for keeping the air supply pipe line in adequate flow. Theaters of operation have no control over this air transport force. It operates from the Zone of the Interior and between the various theaters. Although it is assigned to and is operated by the USAF, priorities are established
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and monitored by a control agency in the Joint Chiefs of Staff. If, as Lt. Col. Stover suggests, any USAF organization has the primary mission of furnishing air effort for the Joint Chiefs, this is it.

Troop Carrier forces are charged with providing tactical air transportation within a theater of operations. Their equipment must be capable of dropping parachute troops and supplies and be light enough to land on hastily prepared air strips. The tasks involved in tactical air transportation are varied. Troop Carrier-Airborne operations include parachute assault in conjunction with amphibious and Army ground operations and independent penetrations of enemy territory. Each of these operations require varied types and techniques of delivery. Parachute assault is followed with resupply by parachute, landing aircraft, gliders, or assault transports. Reinforcements may be landed on combat prepared air strips or even in unprepared areas. Air Evacuation of the entire force may be necessary. These operations involve glider pick-up as well as normal formations of aircraft.

Since Troop Carrier operations are conducted primarily in conjunction with ground forces, tactics and techniques are patterned to accomplish the ground requirement. Formations and low-level flying are designed to exploit the principles of mass and surprise. The size and type of formations depend upon many tactical considerations. The size of the airborne units employed, the size and location of the drop and landing zones, the tactical air support available for escort, and the time limitations imposed are some of these considerations.

Comparison of the tasks of MATS and Troop Carrier shows that they are no more alike than the tasks involved in strategic, tactical, and air defense fighter missions. To say that all air transportation should be merged is just as reasonable as saying that we should have one fighter command.

Actually neither all ground nor all sea transportation is assigned to one command. Ground combat units are equipped with personnel carriers of several types to provide transport in the combat area. While these vehicles are equipped with limited defensive fire power, their primary use is transportation. (The only reason Troop Carrier aircraft were not equipped with defensive armament during World War II was that a reduction in payload would have resulted.)

Sea transportation is charged with world-wide logistical support. It is not charged with assaulting an enemy coast line
for which special assault craft under command of the amphibious task force are utilized. Strategic logistical support by air, land, or sea begins to operate after adequate facilities are available in the combat area and after the combat situation is favorable for such activities. Committing MATS to an assault operation not only risks its hard-to-replace transport aircraft but also jeopardizes military operations in the areas from which it is withdrawn.

Accomplishment of the missions or tasks involved is dependent upon aircraft and related equipment. Troop Carrier and MATS each have certain aircraft specifically designed for its particular mission. MATS has or contemplates having C-97 and C-124 aircraft. C-54's are being utilized until the large replacement aircraft are available. The C-97 and C-124 can transport 59,300 lbs. and 74,407 lbs. of cargo respectively, when employed on what is termed their basic mission (1000 nautical miles radius of action). Such large aircraft require permanent airfield construction. Since MATS operates on scheduled routes, this presents no handicap. However it does dictate adherence to regularly established routes for normal operations. Both aircraft are capable of long-range air transportation.

Troop Carrier is presently equipped with C-82 and C-119 type aircraft. They can transport 6522 lbs. and 14,500 lbs., respectively, for their basic mission (1000 nautical miles radius of action). The C-82 is obsolescent and eventually will be replaced by the C-119. Both of these aircraft have been designed to accomplish any of the tasks required of tactical air transportation. In addition to the C-82 and C-119, G-18 and G-20 gliders are being tested for use in airborne operations to replace the smaller type gliders of World War II. Assault transports capable of transporting 8000 and 16,000 lbs. are undergoing tests for possible replacement of gliders altogether.

Also it has been proposed that C-124's be assigned to Troop Carrier wings with the designation, "Troop Carrier wings, heavy." This proposed assignment of large, heavy aircraft is one of the cornerstones of Lt. Col. Stover's contention that there should be only one air transport organization. Actually Troop Carrier has received no C-124 aircraft. Further, it is questionable whether the C-124 is capable of performing tactical air transportation. The take-off gross weight is 210,000 lbs. For emergency operations 6400 feet of runway, 200 feet wide, is required, which must be increased to 9000 feet and 300 feet for continuous operations. The equivalent single-wheel
load for which airfields must be constructed varies with the type of materials used. However, regardless of materials used, the airfield for a C-124, with its present gear configuration, must be stronger than that needed for a B-36 bomber. To construct such an airfield in a theater of operations would require approximately nine battalion months. This time requirement practically eliminates the usefulness of the C-124 in a forward assault area. As for parachute operations, the C-124 is not designed with jump doors. Even if modification were accomplished to include jump doors, the ground parachute pattern of the two hundred troops involved would not be acceptable on any drop zone of reasonable size. Utilizing two exits, the length of the C-124 pattern would be approximately three miles. The C-119 can parachute 40 men into an area only 900 yards long. Mass is a basic principle of airborne operations. Formations of the smaller C-119 achieve a concentration of troops that is not possible with large aircraft of the C-124 class.

Another item of importance, determined during the Berlin Airlift, is the maintenance requirement for large aircraft. Zone of Interior maintenance was determined as best for the C-74, which is the forerunner of the C-124. If maintenance presented a major problem in a theater during peacetime, it is logical to assume that global war would magnify the difficulties. Airfield requirements and lack of acceptable parachute capability limits the role of the C-124 to MATS operations. The difference between the capabilities of the C-119 and other type MATS aircraft is readily perceivable without further discussion. Although much thought has been given to development of an aircraft suitable for both MATS and Troop Carrier, the tasks involved are so different that standardization would jeopardize one or the other's mission.

World War II training programs support the fact that aircraft crews can be trained to operate any type equipment. However, they also show that refresher training is necessary when changing from one type of equipment to another, or from one technique to another. MATS and Troop Carrier crews could be trained to accomplish each other's mission, but in changing from one type operation to another, the time factor imposed by military necessity would preclude refresher training. As previously mentioned, MATS operates single-ship
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*AC&SS Pamphlet No. 44, Logistics, January 1950, Part IV, "Construction," Figure 801, "Criteria For Airfields in a Theater of Operations."
schedules and therefore would need unit training. Although Troop Carrier could accomplish much normal supply and re-supply in a theater by single aircraft, unit formations are flown whenever possible to maintain proficiency in the primary mission of airborne operations.

Since a large-scale airborne operation probably utilizes all of the airborne troops in a theater, the air transport effort must not fail. Bombers can strike an alternate target or schedule another mission if the objective is missed. Airborne operations neither include alternate targets nor a stockpile of troops to be loaded for a repeat effort. Poor technique on the part of combat crews can jeopardize the operation. Also the staff planning involved in strategic and tactical air transport is quite different. Strategic air transport is a directed operation, and tactical air transport is a negotiated, or coordinated, operation such as exists in tactical air and Army ground-support operations. It must be concluded then that each type air transportation effort requires a specialist. The jack-of-all-trades cannot be depended upon when the chips are down.

In order to accomplish their specific missions, MATS and Troop Carrier are organized differently. Troop Carrier units are organized, as are other Air Force units, into wings, groups, and squadrons and in accordance with Tables of Organization and Equipment. Assignment to higher echelons in a theater of operations depends upon certain factors. Employment of the Troop Carrier force, the tactical or strategic situation, the geographical size of the theater, lines of communications, and the degree of flexibility desired are important considerations. While it is desirable for Troop Carrier to be a major command assigned to the theater air force headquarters, it may be assigned to Tactical Air Command. The primary consideration is that all Troop Carrier units be grouped together under one command and that a control agency be operated at theater Headquarters level. Piecemealing the effort to various commands reduces the effectiveness of the units for combat operations. For large-scale airborne operations, Troop Carrier and Airborne forces are assigned to a task force. This headquarters is assigned directly to theater headquarters.

Although MATS is organized into wings, groups, and squadrons, it is staffed and equipped in accordance with Tables of Distribution. Another difference of significance is that in addition to his home base a wing commander may command several bases along a given route. His wing is then divided to
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staff and operate these intermediate bases. This is a logical arrangement for MATS. However if this organization were gathered hurriedly together for commitment to a combat operation, difficulties might arise. Separate squadrons and flights would be brought together for the first time or at least after long absence from each other. Many military leaders place great emphasis on unit *esprit de corps* for combat operations. Could this intangible element be attained, by even the strongest leader, in the short time that would be available? Such action could not be taken except as an emergency measure because of jeopardy to the world-wide logistical mission. Therefore time would be short. It is not intended that the impression be given that MATS does not have the organizational capability of assisting in Troop Carrier operations. As long as it is committed in its normal manner, single ship, scheduled, all weather, it can render valuable effort. The essential item is that Troop Carrier-Airborne operations require unit effort entailing complete coordination and cooperation between both members of the team. Such coordination and cooperation is not the result of just good fellowship and friendly feeling. Knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of each force must be understood by the other, and complete confidence must exist in order to coordinate effectively. The major differences between the organization of MATS and Troop Carrier occur because of different missions and equipment capabilities.

Consideration of the mission, equipment, training, and organization of MATS and Troop Carrier leads to a single logical conclusion. If these two forces were merged, the mission of either one or the other would be placed in jeopardy.

**MATS** has a man-sized job in accomplishing world-wide strategic air transportation. A theater commander's mission is also of major importance. To accomplish the many tasks involved, he must have the necessary tools. Tactical air transportation is one of these tools. Other than providing its normal effort, the mere existence of Troop Carrier and Airborne forces in a theater constitutes a strategic threat. Enemy forces are caused to deploy to protect areas not vulnerable from other types of ground assault. Also unexpected military gains can be exploited without delay. General Patton's Third Army break out of Normandy and race across France in World War II is a good example of what can be accomplished with tactical air transportation. Third Army reports state that this would have been impossible without air supply. Only by having Troop
Carrier available in the theater at all times can such situations be exploited.

Again it must be emphasized that 

**MATS** and Troop Carrier can, and do, assist each other. The Hump operation, the occupation of Japan, the Berlin Airlift, and the transport operations in Korea are examples of this cooperative effort. Although Lt. Col. Stover indicated in his article that major difficulties were encountered when Troop Carrier and.maths joined together for operations, the fact remains that the missions have always been accomplished.

Finally it is fitting to point out that Secretary of the Air Force Thomas K. Finletter, forcefully drew a line of demarcation between Troop Carrier and 

**MATS** in a recent address:

"Closely allied to the question of tactical support is that of the Troop Carrier operation—the planes which are to be available for air drops and for other transport work, mainly for rapid deployment of relatively small units.

"Sometimes, the dividing line between troop carrier work and the transport operation is not clear, but I want to make it clear that in talking now of troop carriers I am not including the obligation which would fall in the Military Air Transport Service for the transporting over substantial distances of bodies of troops and equipment for deployment overseas.

"In calculating our troop carrier requirements, it would be very convenient, indeed, if we could assume that we could divert from the transport work the four engine aircraft now engaged in transport and put them at the service of the Troop Carriers. Even so, this would not be an ideal state of affairs, because the transport aircraft are not designed for this work and are therefore not as good at it as the specially designed Fairchild C-82 and C-119. But we may dismiss this idea by saying that all our plans must be calculated on the assumption that peak demands on troop carriers and transports will be simultaneous."

*Air Command & Staff School*  
*Lt. Col. Leroy M. Stanton*

---


*This wreckage is all that remains of a nitrate separation bath at the Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory, a part of the vast Konan chemical-industrial complex. Damage was caused by 400 tons of bombs dropped by U.S. Air Force B-29's of the Far East Bomber Command on 3 August.*
Bomb Damage

When the United Nations Forces pushed north of the 38th parallel, they found gutted buildings and mounds of twisted rusting steel where had formerly been the factories and industrial centers vital to the military forces of Communist Korea. Symbolic of the terrific destructive capacity of the U.S. Air Force's strategic bombing are the ruins of the Chosen Oil Refinery at Wonsan, which had an annual capacity well in excess of one and a half million barrels of crude oil, and of the Konan (Hungnam) chemical-industrial complex, the largest in Asia. An evaluation study by U.S. Far East Air Forces Bomb Damage Assessment Field Teams confirmed the destruction of the militarily-important production potential of the Konan complex by B-29's in late July and August when 1582 tons of high explosive bombs were dropped in four attacks. The Konan complex consisted of three main industrial factories: the Chosen Nitrogen Explosives Factory, bombed 30 July; the Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory, bombed 1 August; and the Bogun Chemical Factory, bombed 3 August. An ore refinery adjacent to the fertilizer factory was bombed 24 August. It produced materials of possible use in nuclear-fission projects. Facilities of the Konan complex also included a modern, well-equipped pier one-half mile long, with four large cantilever-type unloading cranes. The pier and docks accommodated several ocean-going vessels up to 10,000 tons each. They were not included in the attacks.
The terrific force of Air Force bombs is revealed by this destroyed kiln used in the sulphate drying room of the Chosen Fertilizer Factory. The huge piece of machinery was blown completely through the factory wall during the attack of 3 August 1950.

The Chosen Nitrogen Explosives Factory, one of the largest producers of explosives in Korea, was bombed 30 July with 500 tons of high explosive bombs. A solid cloud layer below the B-29's restricted bombardiers to radar sighting except for the final bomb runs, by which time heat from the ground fires had cleared away the overcast in the immediate area. The plant was completely wrecked and what minor operations continued were driven first into hastily-established underground shelters in near-by hills, then re-hidden beneath a workers' apartment housing project near the plant. Before the B-29’s struck, the explosives factory employed 2700 workers. But after the first attack, the FEAF Assessment Team was told by a plant official, that production fell off 80 per cent. This official also stated that only a “few hundred” workers were kept on hand in an attempt to re-establish shops buried deep inside surrounding
hills. When this proved impractical, what remained of usable factory equipment was removed to a workers' apartment district close by. He expressed surprise that B-29 bombers had obviously been careful to avoid districts in which workers were housed. The explosives plant was of modern construction with large storage warehouses. Combined with the workers' apartments, it covered an area of about one mile along the east side of the Josen River and extended east from one-quarter to one-half miles. It consisted of more than 70 main factory buildings, some of heavy concrete and about half of light steel frame construction. There were also several acres of large revetments and warehouses serving as storage points for explosive material, such as black powder and nitro-glycerin. Some of these huge storage buildings were surrounded by earthen walls 30 to 40 feet thick. The factory at Konan was prominent during the Pacific War, when it was controlled by the Japanese military forces and was on a full-time production basis as a prime munitions manufacturing center. Since 1945 it has been expanded and improved under control of the North Korean government. Classed as a direct, critical war-supporting industry, the plant produced glycerin and nitric and sulphuric acids for the manufacture of munitions and many military explosives that were supplied on a modern production basis to the North Korean forces.

The Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory: On 1 August, B-29's of the FEAF Bomber Command put 400 tons of high explosives on the chemical and non-ferrous metal plant of the Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer Company in the second major attack on the Korean industrial complex. The first squadrons over the target released their bombs visually, but flames and thick smoke soon covered the aiming points and necessitated radar sighting. So accurate was the attack that the bombs did a "complete job" of destruction to the 1,600,000 square yards taken up by the industry, according to the U.S. Army advance engineering party. When they arrived at Konan to operate port facilities, they observed that the bombers had completely ruined every usable building up to within

The ore refinery of the Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer plant shows the over-all destruction caused by U.S. Air Force B-29's. The refinery, which had supplied war materials to nearby factories and processed ores of possible use in nuclear-fission projects, never regained production after being struck by 282 tons of bombs 1 August 1950.
100 yards of the modern docks. "The only salvage value in the remainder of the plant is in incidental machinery, scrap iron, and other junk metal." The FEAF Assessment Team also reported that acre after acre of torn walls, shattered pieces of heavy machinery, and smashed buildings several tiers high were churned into one unintelligible scrap heap. Yet only one of the many giant cranes for unloading cargo at the port was damaged. The dock was otherwise avoided by the B-29's; no bombs were closer than 100 yards. Past that point the intense bomb patterns began, and no portion of the manufacturing facilities escaped. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory, located on the north side of Hungnam Bay two miles east of the Josen River mouth, and about two miles east of the Nitrogen Explosive Factory, processed nitric acid for explosives, ammonium sulphate, and metallurgical products such as magnesium, aluminum, and some copper. Numerous large buildings of permanent-type construction were in the plant area, including giant buildings for other metals and alloys requiring high voltage electricity for manufacturing. The largest, the hydrogen and oxygen electrolysis building, covered a rectangular area of about 575 by 1125 feet. Within this plant were 16 large hydrogen and nitrogen containers and large tanks for fish oil and glycerin.

An adjacent ore refinery was wiped out in a separate attack by 24 B-29's dropping 282 tons of bombs on 24 August. When fires died down after the attack, an inspection of the refinery revealed 91 bomb craters directly on the plant. The refinery produced large quantities of silver, gold, nickel, lead, and copper.

The Bogun Chemical Plant was the third major target of the Konan chemical-explosive-nonferrous metal manufacturing complex to be blasted by B-29's. Heavy cloud cover over the target during the first phase of the attack forced
B-29's completely knocked out this power plant at the Bogun Chemical Factory, a part of the Konan complex. The chemical factory, which employed 7800 workers, was reduced to ruins in one attack, 3 August, by 400 tons of high explosive bombs.

Damage to the separation plant of the ore refinery forming a part of the Chosen Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory at Konan after attack by Air Force B-29's 24 August.
one group to drop by radar sighting. More than 400 tons of high explosive bombs fell from the bomb-bays 3 August with such accuracy and destruction that the 7800 employees never even attempted to put the plant back into operation, according to the plant manager. The factory was the largest chlorine and electrolytic caustic soda plant under Japanese control before World War II. It had an annual estimated production capacity of 50,000 metric tons of carbide and in recent years had been considered the largest plant of its type in Asia. Since World War II, it has been expanded to approximately four times its previous size. It is directly dependent upon the other two plants in the complex for its existence. Extending nearly one mile along the east shore of the river, the factory consisted of a series of large shops, coke ovens, and tremendous warehouses and storage spaces. It contained several miles of railroad spur lines reaching directly into the shops and connecting with the main line tracks which served the other two plants in the industrial network.

The Chosen Oil Refinery at Wonsan, a major source of fuel for North Korean tanks and trucks, was destroyed by Air Force B-29's 10 August after photo-reconnaissance showed only minor damage by previous small air strikes. Interrogation of prisoners revealed that vehicular operations of the enemy were drastically slashed by its reduction. The Wonsan refinery, the largest in Korea, included a research laboratory and glycerin and potash production units, as well as its important cracking and distillation units. It was capable of producing large quantities of motor fuels, aviation gasoline, and lubricating oils, its annual capacity being rated in excess of 1,500,000 barrels of crude oil. Storage capacity was estimated at 20,000 barrels. The plant was well situated for handling marine shipments with its own pier and dockside installations.
The Chosen refinery as it appeared 12 August after the B-29 attack of 10 August.

Ruins of the Chosen refinery as they appear to U.N. forces arriving at Wonsan.
The campaigns in Korea have proven once more that the basic doctrine for the employment of tactical air forces which the Army and Air Force evolved during World War II is sound. This doctrine has been the subject of constant study and development since it was first accepted during the last war, and the Korean War has served the important purpose of giving it, in its current state of development, the only completely realistic field test that can be devised for military ideas—the rigid test of actual combat.

One might think that a system of warfare that has not radically changed in the past seven years would be known by most professional military men and that schools designed specifically to enhance the average senior officer's understanding of it would be unnecessary. However the Principles of War which are accepted by the United States Armed Forces today were developed by Napoleon, Clausewitz, Hannibal, and many of the other great military thinkers in past centuries, but it is still necessary for senior officers to spend a tremendous amount of time learning to apply these principles. It is easy to memorize the Principles of War or the doctrine for the employment of tactical air power but any officer can easily spend a lifetime learning to apply them.

What, then, is being done to ensure that the senior officers of the Air Force and the Army and selected officers of the other services understand the tactical air doctrine well enough to be able to apply it on the field of battle? The Tactical Air Command School of Air-Ground Operations at Pope AFB, North Carolina, was conceived and established for this very purpose. To this establishment come senior officers of all services to learn the doctrine, techniques, and procedures of air-ground operations.

Let me explain some of the things that the school is not intended to do. The coordination of Air Force and Army effort in battle requires many highly-trained specialists. Some of these Air Force specialists are Forward Air Controllers, Air Liaison Officers, and innumerable electronic specialists. The Army uses specially trained operations and intelligence officers known as G-3 Air and G-2 Air, ground liaison officers, reconnaissance specialists, and communications specialists. The School of Air-Ground Operations is not designed to train any of these specialists. The training of specialists must be accomplished unilaterally by each service.

The Air-Ground Operations School is designed to educate senior officers of both services in the machinery and interrelationships of all specialists used to weld forces from the two services into an effective tactical air-ground combat team. We believe that the graduates of the School of Air-Ground Operations must know the general functions of each of the many specialists. We are trying to turn out graduates who can return to their Army and Air Force organizations and occupy staff and command positions involving joint operations by the two services. In short, we are teaching "the big picture."
Our school was established at Pope Air Force Base because facilities such as the Ninth Air Force’s Joint Operation Center and a Tactical Air Control Center were available for use of the school. Theoretic instruction in the course centers around the Joint Training Directive for Air-Ground Operations, which was prepared jointly by the Tactical Air Command and the Army Field Forces and published in September 1950. This directive provides the needed uniformity of air-ground doctrine which is of prime consideration in joint operations and represents the culmination of two years of intensive study and preparation. The contents of the manual are based on studies of World War II history and post-war recommendations of boards established to re-evaluate air-ground problems. The experience gained in recent joint field exercises and in Korea as well as recent and foreseeable developments in organization, equipment, and materiel were considered by the authors.

The doctrine in the Joint Training Directive for Air-Ground Operations has been mutually agreed upon by the Army Field Forces and Tactical Air Command. It represents the latest thinking on the subject in both the Air Force and the Army and as such is the latest step in the development of the air-ground doctrine which was originally evolved under the pressure of World War II. Nothing in recent events has disproved it. To the contrary, it is more important than ever that its teachings be made available to higher level staff officers of both services.

The School of Air-Ground Operations occupies a unique position within the military establishment. It is an Air Force school, but we are striving to make the curriculum joint in every sense of the word. Subjects peculiar to the Air Force are taught by Air Force officers and Army subjects are taught by Army officers. The instructors from both services are given a high degree of academic freedom. The only restraining factor is the doctrine laid down in the joint training directive. We go to the extent of encouraging discussions of controversial subjects so long as the instructors Field Forces and the Tactical Air Command agreed upon in the joint training directive. I might point out, in passing, that the joint status of Training Directive. I might point out, in passing, that the joint status of the curriculum of the school merely reflects the type of joint planning and work that is constantly being conducted by the Tactical Air Command and the Army Field Forces.

The Air Force instructors at present are drawn from the Combat Operations Section of the Ninth Air Force here at Pope. The Army instructors are representatives of the Office. Chief, Army Field Forces who are especially trained in air-ground coordination and who are stationed at Fort Bragg, which is adjacent to Pope Air Force Base. This arrangement makes it possible to inject a high degree of realism into the curriculum because the instructors are actually working in the business every day.

In the few months of its existence the Tactical Air Command School of Air-Ground Operations has turned out 139 graduates from the two services. We of the Ninth Air Force and the Tactical Air Command believe that these graduates and those who will follow them will be better able to fill a very real need in further cementing the air-ground team into an effective fighting force. I have high hopes for their work in future years.

The XC-99, First Global Freighter

The largest airplane now operating anywhere in the world is a cargo carrier, the XC-99. A big sister of the B-36 strategic bomber, it has the same wings and the same six powerful pusher-type engines. But the XC-99 is twenty feet longer than the B-36, and its plump hold is considerably deeper than the lean, cigar-shaped fuselage of the bomber. As a cargo plane it is naturally somewhat slower than the B-36, is designed to fly at lower altitudes, and carries no arms for its own defense. All its enormous weight (155 tons, fully loaded) is devoted to the freight it carries and to the airplane that carries the freight.

A good many people, even in the Air Force, have wondered to what practical use such a huge sky freighter can be put. Although it has nearly the range of the B-36, obviously it was not built to fly, as the giant bomber does, high above enemy territory. A unique specimen of its type so far, it has to be handled with tender care. In spite of the fact that it is in active operation, it is still classed as an experimental model from which the Air Force expects to gain some valuable data on the load characteristics and design of the huge transports of tomorrow. Many airmen, while impressed by its size and its achievements, are inclined to look on the XC-99 as a sort of freak.

The big plane was built by Consolidated Vultee, manufacturers of the B-36. It was delivered to the Air Force in May 1949 and sent to Kelly Air Force Base, near San Antonio, Texas, for extensive modifications, which included installation of the 3500-horsepower Pratt & Whitney engines that drive the B-36. After exhaustive flight tests, the XC-99 was placed in operation as a freight plane last October, carrying high-priority supplies to bases on the West and East Coasts. With Kelly as its home base, it was launched on a six-month evaluation program while the Air Force examined its behavior under diverse operating conditions.

In its first two months of service the XC-99 broke twenty-three unofficial international records for payloads flown various distances at different altitudes. Its missions out of Kelly included a non-stop flight across the continent from Sacramento to Albany, Georgia—2200 air miles—carrying 85,000 pounds of air materiel. The largest single cargo flown on any of its longer hops was slightly more than the 100,000 pounds for which it was designed. In all, the XC-99 flew 17,182 miles and hauled 1,114,654 pounds of freight on those five missions. Its record, in commercial transport terms, amounted to 602,000 ton-miles—equivalent to the load that could be moved from Chicago to New York by thirteen freight cars.

On the same transcontinental flight with the XC-99 was a C-124 Globemaster II, the next largest sky freighter operated by the Air Force. The Globemaster carried approximately half as much cargo as the XC-99 and made the trip in two hops, landing once in midcontinent to refuel. Even with a capacity load—limiting its range to a good deal less than half the continent—the C-124 can lift only three-quarters of the freight tonnage which the XC-99 has ferried non-stop as far as 1250 miles fully loaded.

The XC-99 carries double the maximum payload of a C-74. For the same distance, without refueling, it carries three times as much as either the C-74 or the C-97. On such a hop it hauls more freight than seven of the C-54’s used in the Berlin Airlift, more than twenty of the C-47’s
An entire train of dollies loaded with the heavy and unwieldy crates of air supplies that vanish into the vast cargo hold of the XC-99 surrounds the huge airplane at Kelly Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. To handle heavy cargo, such as aircraft engines, the XC-99 has four self-propelled hoists on overhead tracks. They can lift 10,000 lbs. of freight at once to either of the two cargo decks. On flights as long as 1250 miles the XC-99 has carried more than 100,000 pounds of payload. By stripping the airplane of non-essential gear, the same payload can be carried even farther. The pilot reports that in spite of its size the XC-99 handles with ease and is extremely stable in the air.

which were the standard cargo carriers of World War II. As a passenger transport the XC-99 can carry four hundred troops fully equipped for combat—the equivalent of two airborne companies—or three hundred and five litter patients accompanied by twenty medical attendants, in addition to its normal crew of eleven.

Even though the XC-99 has an all-out range comparable to that of the B-36, there is a difference in the potential capabilities of the two planes arising from the difference in their missions. The B-36 is designed to attack an objective at extreme range from bases inside the continental United States. Hence its prime quality is its radius of action. The XC-99 is designed to carry large numbers of men and materials as quickly and economically as possible to any point on earth where they are needed. Thus its prime quality is its capacity, although its range is a secondary factor of importance.

If it were called upon to do so, the XC-99 could fly non-stop from New York City to Guam, a distance of 8115 miles, with a minimum load of five tons. Five tons is more than half the maximum payload of a C-47 and very close to its normal operating capacity. But there is clearly no practical purpose to be gained, under ordinary circumstances, in transporting a comparatively small cargo such a distance in a single hop. The same result can be achieved more efficiently by using smaller planes and refuel-
ing them at various points along the way. Nor is there any advantage in having a transport which can, like a B-36, fly far out over enemy territory and return to base—unless, perhaps, it is intended to drop paratroops.

On the other hand, it is desirable that a transport should be capable of carrying large quantities of supplies and personnel to any part of the world where United States forces may be operating. This the XC-99 is eminently able to do. The longest overseas hop on any regular cargo route is the 2407 mile flight from San Francisco to Hickam Air Force Base in Hawaii—approximately two hundred miles more than the distance covered by the XC-99 on its record run across the nation. It follows that the XC-99, stripped of non-essential gear, can readily carry its full cargo capacity across either of the oceans that separate us from our fighting forces.

No other cargo plane so far has been able to match this performance. Even the largest are compelled to sacrifice a substantial part of their payload on a long overwater hop in order to compensate for extra fuel. Valuable as such planes are on shorter flights—or in areas where intermediate landing fields are available—they cannot be called global transports in the fullest sense of the term. A global transport must be able, like the XC-99, to lift its full weight—which is its most economical payload—over any barrier between its home base and the spot where its cargo is needed.

—Hq. San Antonio Air Materiel Area.

The Squadron Flyaway Kit

On 12 July 1950, in less than eight days after they were given the order, Strategic Air Command bombers had traveled to new bases 7000 miles from their home stations in the United States and were effectively dropping high explosives on North Korean targets. While the readiness of the trained crews should be given a great share of the credit, the instrument which made such fast action possible is the Squadron Flyaway Kit.

Conceived and designed by the Directorate of Materiel of SAC, the kit is a kind of mobile base supply. In it are the various Air Force and technical spare parts—too many to list here—required to support the combat aircraft of one squadron for 30 days and 100 hours of combat. Most of these supplies, with the exception of bulky items such as engines, are packed in large aluminum containers called “bomb bay bins.” These bins, weighing approximately 2000 pounds loaded and measuring 10 feet by 5 feet by 26 inches high, are transportable either in the bomb bays of the unit aircraft or in cargo-type aircraft. Fitted with six-inch casters for ease of ground handling, the bins have lockable, waterproof covers. The bulky items of the kit are carried on platforms that are mounted in the bomb bays of the aircraft. The engines are further mounted on flyaway cradles which can be fastened either to the bomb shackles or to special fittings in the bomb bay. In actual practice the bins are often carried in the upper part of a bomb bay, with the bulky items mounted on the platforms in the lower part.

To keep the flyaway kits always ready, the parts contained in them are never used except in maneuvers or actual combat. Special bin cards and stock card records are maintained to make sure that the kits contain the needed spare parts at all times.

Ease of handling is provided for by making each squadron responsible
for the storage of its own flyaway kit. Air and ground crews are briefed and trained in loading them, with each individual having a specific job to do. This plan has been so effective that a squadron can load its flyaway kit, consisting of ten bomb bay bins, engines, and other bulky items, into its aircraft within thirty minutes.

The conception and designing of the Flyaway Squadron Kit came from the desire to make each combat squadron as nearly self sufficient as possible. Recognizing that getting aircraft to advance bases for combat without the necessary operating supplies is like jumping into a swimming pool without water—you can get there but can not do anything after arrival—the Strategic Air Command began to plan. A detailed study was made of the supply needs, including consideration of a mass of consumption data compiled during the combat operations of B-29's from the Marianas during World War II. The result of this exhaustive study was a concise list of supplies required to maintain ten B-29's flying approximately 100 hours of combat. The next step was to devise a means of carrying the supplies in the aircraft. Strategic Air Command personnel designed the bins, platforms, and flyaway engine cradles, and the Air Materiel Command constructed them. This equipment was issued to the squadrons whose responsibility it was to inventory and store the parts needed in the flyaway kits. The kits have also been adapted for use in other SAC bombing aircraft.

While the flyaway kits are now routine to Strategic Air Command units, there is no intention to stop improving them. For the past three years SAC units have been rotated to oversea stations for short periods of temporary duty. During these tours the units maintain their aircraft from the flyaway kits and thus have provided for extensive service testing. This practice led to the success of the flyaway kits so well demonstrated in Korea. —Hq. Strategic Air Command.

Hypoxia Warning Device

Use of an electric eye to warn a pilot when he is in danger of "passing out" for lack of oxygen has been accomplished experimentally by research scientists of the Air Force School of Aviation Medicine at Randolph Air Force Base.

The new instrument, technically known as a Photoelectric Hypoxia Warning Device, is a new type of oximeter. It was developed in the school's physiology laboratories and was exhibited for the first time at the national convention of the Association of Military Surgeons in New York City last November. It combines the characteristics of an electric eye, or photoelectric cell, with certain physiological reactions at altitudes to produce a flashing red light when the pilot's oxygen supply sinks below a given margin. Using the ear as a light filter, it employs the same principle that causes an electric eye door to open automatically as one approaches it. Here is how it works:

A photoelectric cell, which can be built into a pilot's helmet, is attached to the shell, or upper portion of the ear, which is translucent. The photoelectric cell is also connected with a red light on the instrument panel of the aircraft. So long as the pilot obtains a sufficient amount of oxygen, his blood remains a bright red through which light passes easily. But
when his oxygen supply is reduced, either by altitude or failure of his oxygen equipment, his blood saturation, a term used by physiologists to describe oxygen content of the blood, is likewise reduced. And this loss of oxygen causes the color of his blood to change from a bright red to a dark, or heavy red through which less light passes. Consequently when the blood takes on this dark, heavy color, restricting the flow of light through the ear, the change is detected by the photoelectric cell attached to the pilot’s ear and the red light flashes on the instrument panel.

This new device can be set to flash the warning signal at any degree of blood saturation desired. Aeromedical researchers have found, however, that for use as a hypoxia (lack of oxygen) warning device, a setting of 80 per cent blood saturation is sufficient. This means that when the oximeter is set at 80 per cent it will flash the warning signal when the oxygen saturation of the pilot’s blood falls from its normal of 98 per cent to 80 per cent.

Experiments at the School of Aviation Medicine have shown that at 24,000 feet and an oximeter setting of 80 per cent the warning will flash within 60 seconds after the oxygen supply to the pilot has been interrupted. He then will have five minutes before loss of useful consciousness in which to descend to a lower altitude, put on his oxygen mask, or correct some malfunction of it.

But at 39,000 feet and the same oximeter setting the warning will flash within 25 seconds after the oxygen supply becomes acute, and the pilot will have but one minute in which to take corrective action.

At the much lower altitude of 16,000 feet the warning signal will flash within 60 to 120 seconds after the pilot is exposed to oxygen deficiency, and he will have an indefinite period in which to correct the situation. Physiologists say he may never become unconscious at this altitude, but his alertness and efficiency would become impaired, something he would not realize without the warning signal.

The oximeter has long been used clinically and in aeromedical research, but this is the first time its principle has ever been supplied to a warning device for use in aircraft. This new version, no larger than a cigar box, has not yet been used in actual flight. It has, however, along with a larger type, been tested extensively with human subjects in altitude chambers. The larger type oximeter, which works on the same principle as the aircraft type, is for experimental and practical hospital use.—USAF School of Aviation Medicine.

The 3499th Training Aids Wing

On 14 October 1949 the 3499th Training Aids Wing was organized at Chanute Air Force Base on authority from Air Force Headquarters to monitor the Training Aids and the Mobile Training programs for the entire Air Force. Training Aids activities had been widely dispersed. The Air Materiel Command had developed and procured mechanical devices; the Strategic Air Command, the Signal Corps, and various commercial concerns had produced motion pictures; the Air Training Command had produced film strips; and virtually everyone was involved in some way in the publication of training literature. Given the responsibility for the Training Aids program, the Air Training Command centralized the various
functions generated by its assigned responsibilities into a single organization, the nucleus being the Mobile Training Group—one of the largest single users of Training Aids in the Air Force. The Training Aids Wing was formed, combining the related activities of the Mobile Training Group and those of a newly organized Training Aids Group. In addition the Directorate of Training Aids Requirements, Headquarters, Air Training Command, was located physically with the new Wing at Chanute Air Force Base. The Directorate is responsible for the establishment of quantitative and qualitative requirements for Training Aids for the Air Force under the direction of the Commanding Officer of the Training Aids Wing, who is assigned an additional duty as Director, Training Aids Requirements, under the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, Headquarters, Air Training Command.

With increased emphasis on training aids to support the Air Force training program, activities of the Directorate of Training Aids Requirements have greatly increased. New type flight simulators recently developed, for example, have caused instrument flying training in the Air Force to be revamped. These new trainers are stationary, as opposed to the old movable type, and are controlled completely by electronics to simulate actual flight almost exactly. The trainers are so exacting that they simulate every procedure from the dropping of a wing tank to the screeching of tires on landing. They even simulate a "jack rabbit" take off, if the angle of attack is not correct.

In the past year Mobile Training Group operations have also increased over fifty per cent. Twice as many detachments, consisting of highly qualified instructor specialists, supported by trainers and other instructional devices, are keeping pilots and maintenance crews throughout the whole world always abreast of the latest developments. Air National Guard, Navy, and Army personnel have been instructed by these detachments. Several foreign nations have been beneficially served. Over a million man hours of instruction have been credited to Mobile Training since the Wing was organized.

Hundreds of training films, film strips, training manuals, and mechanical instructional aids have been developed since training aids activities were centralized in the Training Aids Group.

Some of the training films completed by the Motion Picture Section in the past year are "General Provisions for Storage," "Flight Surgeon," "Dead Reckoning," "Solar and Terrestrial Radiation," "Alternating Current," and "Survival." In addition the Film Strip Section took photographs, wrote scripts, drew sketches, and gathered technical data to produce fourteen training film strips on "B-36 Propellers," thirteen on "B-36 Electrical Systems," one on "Photo Equipment of the F-80," one on the "Radar Recording Camera," and many others which are classified.

Exploiting publications techniques to interest the student and thus cause him to retain technical material, the Publication Section produced such training manuals as "Radar Circuit Analysis," "Air Force Radio Operator," "Heat Treatment and Inspection of Metals," and "Radio Communication." Two publications, "Instrument Flying Techniques and Procedures" and "Theory of Instrument Flying" were ordered reproduced for every pilot in the Air Force. The Publications Section also produced graphic training aids on subjects needing special interpretation or clarification, such as
Besides fabricating and modifying trainers for Mobile Training Detachments the Mechanical Squadron, under the new Wing, was given the additional mission of fabricating, within its capabilities, mechanical training devices for the Air Training Command and the Air Force. In a year's time over 1800 work orders have been processed—jobs ranging from spraying insignia on aircraft to building rocket and jet trainers. The shop "cutaway" twelve engines, fabricated several radar trainers, built animated panels, made plastic covers for Norden Bombsights, and is presently developing a transparent mock-up of a human head, with details of the inner ear in relief to demonstrate the functions and limitations of the inner ear in flight.—Hq. 3499th Training Aids Wing.

The Air Force is no place for the man who feels that the job cannot be done. If we cannot protect this nation and its allies against devastation, who can? If we cannot drive home a crippling blow into the vitals of an aggressor—what then can save the Nation from disaster?

Certainly we are entitled to share with other Americans all hopes and aspirations for enduring peace. We can even look forward to a future free from continued crises, deadlines and unusual demands. Whether war or peace is in store for us, the burdens we are now assuming will somehow be relieved. No faith in the future can justifiably be higher than ours. After all, we share the common hopes and the common fate of all Americans. But by our own hands, if they are firm hands, we can lift those hopes. And we hold in our hands the Nation's first and boldest bid for victory if open warfare is forced upon us. Whether we can win will depend, in some degree, upon the intensity and the steadiness of our efforts today.

—General Hoyt S. Vandenberg
Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force
Address to Air War College
16 June 1950
Airman's Reading

Two Sides of a Coin

Air Power: Key to Survival, by Alexander P. de Seversky (Simon and Schuster, $3.50), pp. 376, and

An interesting example of contrasting views is presented in these two well-written books. Seversky promotes air power, of course, in his usual, vigorous style, whereas Hart campaigns for armored ground forces with a scholarly approach that is quite convincing. A balanced view of the issues at stake is facilitated when the two books are read as a pair.

The effectiveness of strategic bombing is analyzed extensively in both books. Hart approaches the subject from the standpoint of morality. He points out with some logic that the institution of war has grown progressively more humane and subject to more recognized rules. Despite the atrocities found in Nazi concentration camps and the civil destruction caused by bombing in the last war, as examples, this thesis of increasing morality is well supported by historical evidence. In any event the thesis is a beguiling one, because everyone wants to believe in the moral progress of mankind.

The one loophole that might be found in Hart's reasoning is that his historical evidence is confined to Western culture. Whether or not this creeping increase of morality is evidenced in Asiatic cultures is not elaborated. And since the current crisis is involved with a clash between Western and Eastern cultures, can we assume that a resulting war would follow the trend of increasing morality evidenced in the West? Obviously such an assumption would be a dangerous one upon which to predicate strategy. Yet Hart condemns the strategic bombing concept on these rather shifting grounds.

On the other hand Seversky promotes strategic bombing on moralistic grounds. He points out that strategic bombing of
key industries will stimulate an air war fought to control air space. The victor of the air battle will then have relatively free access to the enemy’s strategic targets. When this condition maintains, the loser of the air war will throw in the sponge before his civilization is destroyed from above. Thus few lives will be lost and only minor destruction will occur during the course of a war. Ergo, a moral conflict.

In justice to Seversky he does not predict such a moral conflict unless one nation (the U.S., of course) has a preponderance of air power. Otherwise he sees a protracted, bloody struggle fought with “balanced” forces which may truly end Western civilization.

A critical analysis of the German slash through France in 1940 is presented by Mr. Hart. Enough time has elapsed to separate some of the kernels of tactics and strategy from the chaff of legend, propaganda, and official pronouncements of that much misunderstood campaign, and Hart’s keen insight brings out some unusual points of view. He maintains that the French army did not have a defensive Maginot line philosophy. Instead he believes that the French were so imbued with the notion of the offensive that they attacked into Holland instead of containing the German break-through and defended the Maginot line poorly with second-rate troops. A little more Allied attention to the defensive, Hart feels, might have blunted the Panzer armor.

To Mr. Hart the sine qua non of modern warfare is the fast armored forces which pierce weak points of the line and then penetrate rapidly into the interior, spreading confusion and severing supply lines. He would like to see all such forces made up of track-laying vehicles supplied by the same kinds of equipment, permitting the logistical “tails” to keep up with the combat echelons. He visualizes such forces moving so swiftly and creating such panic as to cause a nation to capitulate. But to do this he postulates a strong defense at the other combat fronts: a defense made up of modern fortifications manned by well-trained troops skilled in defensive tactics. For this reason he recommends that more attention be given to the defensive phase of war.

This reasoning of Hart carries over to defense against air attack. He believes that through both active and passive defense measures the sting of air weapons can be reduced to the point where they become indecisive.

We read in his lines the oft-repeated arguments for burying
vital war industries and dispersing populations: all of which make good theoretical sense. But modern war consumes the whole of a nation’s industry. If aircraft factories were put underground, would not the bombers switch to engine factories? And if engine factories were fortified, would they not then attack oil refineries which supply fuel to the planes? And if refineries were submerged in the earth (a highly unlikely prospect), would not air forces then strike at the power plants needed to run subterranean factories? It might be rather difficult to bury hydroelectric plants, but assuming it were possible, could not bombers then attack transportation and slow communications to a medieval pace? What would happen then to a nation’s vast industrial complex? It can hardly be assumed that railways can be turned into nationwide networks of subways.

It is true that Germany was not prostrate after we dropped tons of bombs on her rail communications. But this target had not been considered a practical one until the latter part of the war (September 1944). Yet before we crossed the Rhine, by March 1945, Speer reported to Hitler that the German economy “is heading for an inevitable collapse within four to eight weeks.” The U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey learned that even by the close of 1944, after less than four months of bombing this target system, “the loss of transportation facilities completely disorganized the flow of basic raw materials, components, and semi-finished materials, and even the distribution of finished products. Under these conditions orderly production was no longer possible.” Was it necessary to cross the Rhine? Perhaps if we had been less eager to end the war in a hurry, Germany would have soon sued for peace without invasion, as Japan did later.

These factors seem to be taken into account by Mr. Seversky. For him the sine qua non of war is offensive air power. Indeed he plugs for an air force that is a primary national arm with an army and navy existing merely for the purpose of supporting the air power. But contrary to the emphasis upon air bombing that is popular among people of this stamp, Seversky stresses the air battle. He asserts that unless the air battle is won, effective bombing will be impossible; that first, access to enemy skies must be assured by defeating the defending aviation. He would bomb in the opening phases merely to draw up the defenders for air battle. Once the air battle had been won, Seversky expects the enemy nation to capitulate without much
further bombing, for it will appreciate the helplessness of its situation. Hence destruction from the air should be relatively minor.

There is food for thought in Seversky's arguments. It may be, however, that an enemy nation might not have the healthy respect for air power held by Seversky. And it might fight on until it is a mass of ruins from air bombardment as Germany did. In other words, the nation might not be nationally attuned to the legends and popular beliefs necessary for quitting even when it was materially defeated. It is not uncommon for a man or a nation to be mortally wounded and continue to fight.

With the air battle won, or relatively so (for it is unlikely that complete air superiority is ever possible while war continues), the enemy nation would likely be in an untenable position, but not yet wounded. Life and industry would go on unmolested, and ground armies would march. Should the enemy government not appreciate the dire potential of air power, it is unlikely that it would give a single thought to surrender.

The bombers would then be forced to wound the nation. How much bombing it would take before the suffering nation would give up is anybody's guess. But certainly, as Seversky maintains, no land invasion would be necessary. We might have to curb our impatience to get the war over by sending out millions of ground forces for a blood bath with numerically superior enemy ground troops. Living off their depot supplies, the enemy troops might put up a vicious defense for months, even years. But eventually their dwindling logistical support would become exhausted and starvation would set in on the home front. Why attempt to accelerate this condition by ground action? Why spill this extra blood? Why not sit back patiently and let the bombers keep open the enemy's economic wounds until it slowly bled to death or surrendered.

Seversky points out that casualties on both sides might be far less than would occur through more traditional warfare. Contrary to popular opinion, the bombing of the last war resulted in relatively few civilian casualties when compared to casualties in uniform. And air force casualties were a small fraction of those suffered by surface forces. Of course destruction of property from the air is widespread, and the problems of occupation are thus accentuated. Hart uses this as an argument against bombing; Seversky argues against occupation.
Both authors are in accord regarding the attitude we should maintain toward the enemy with respect to his capitulation. Give him conditions of peace so that he may give up with some thread of honor and some prospect of future life. He may then say "uncle" before he has reached imminent starvation and thus obviate huge expenditures by the victors to feed and rehabilitate the vanquished.

Major de Seversky believes that our economy could not support adequate air power and at the same time support adequate surface forces to win a major war. Our position, he writes, is analogous to that of a man on a limited budget who lives on a river somewhat distant from the grocery store. This man has three modes of transportation: a horse, a car and a boat. They all perform the same function: to transport him to and from the store. When times get hard, he is liable to choose just one of these carriers, and the one which helps him perform his trips most efficiently. Thus as a nation, we should do the same relative to our armed forces.

Instead, Seversky accuses us of a profligate strategy in attempting to maintain three kinds of military power, each designed to win a war by itself. But this is only an attempt, he continues, because our budget, when split three ways, permits none of the three to be truly effective forces. Hence we remain unprepared.

Both books went to print about the time Korea burst into flames. Each author takes credit for predicting this war, and each attempts to justify his position by referring to Korea. This fact is rather amusing, since each author presents opposite theses and neither had considered such an outburst as the Korean war in anything but the broadest terms.

The present war is a situation which is anomalous to the concept of air war. It is a limited war. It is a war in which strategic bombing, in its true sense, cannot be practiced, since supplies for belligerents are obtained from nations presumably at peace with one another. The economies supporting the war are inviolate. At first glance it seems that only the infantryman with a bayonet could resolve the issue, but have we explored all possibilities? Neither Hart nor Seversky suggested the possibility of quarantining such a nation through air and naval siege. Such a policy might have developed had we not committed ground troops but instead confined our involvement, as originally proposed, to air and naval action.

No one knows how long a government could remain in
power if hostile air and naval forces executed a tight blockade and slowed the nation's external and internal communications to a walk. But it is difficult to perceive of a small nation thus quarantined and harassed not coming to terms eventually. If such a war is to be limited in any case, it would seem reasonable to wait out patiently the recalcitrant nation's demise through horizontal and vertical blockade rather than to rush in with surface forces for physical occupation of the territory.

There is, of course, the question of friendly elements within the nation so harassed. Would they approve of such a quarantine and remain friendly under bombing? The conduct of the French who remained loyal to the Allied cause throughout the bombardment of their industrial and transportation facilities in the last war might lead to the conclusion that nationals in conflict with the government would welcome such a siege. True, they would suffer cruelly, but the prospect of being eventually free from the iron yoke of dictatorship might compensate somewhat.

It seems within the realm of possibility, then, to conduct even a limited war essentially by the use of air and naval action. If such a strategy could ever be tested and validated (the testing would likely tax American patience to the limit), perhaps Seversky's thesis of all-out air power might be acceptable. On the other hand Hart's thesis of swift and self-contained armored forces on tracks has well-tested merit in dealing with a localized war. The progress of such a surface force is visible and hence more understandable. It is much easier to measure the areas of conquest on the ground than to judge the attitudes toward surrender that might exist in the minds of besieged government officials. Hence there will not likely be a revolution in strategy as Seversky proposes, for the conduct of the Korean war has seemed to put an undue emphasis upon ground forces.

As long as only localized wars are conducted, America will be well prepared by this emphasis, but Seversky warns against the fallacy of gearing the strategy of a total war to that of a local war. Should World War III materialize, he predicts a long and costly struggle if we succumb to the temptation of preparing surface forces for global conflict. He then predicts no clear-cut victory for either belligerent.

Yet unless a way is found to employ air forces so that they are able to settle dispersed flare-ups such as occurred in Korea, we shall likely stick to tried and true but quite possibly short-
sighted strategies. We are indeed faced by a dilemma that will soon demand a national decision. As Seversky indicates, it is not likely that we can afford to build up three forces to the stage of effectiveness each deems necessary. Now we are attempting to do just that. Will the end see us armed like Russia and possibly governed in a similar manner in order to make such ponderous war preparations possible?

Liddell Hart argues forcefully against the policy of national conscription. Like Seversky he feels that wars are won with quality troops and weapons rather than quantities. Hart has the notion that conscription merely waters down the effectiveness of regular soldiers by turning them into school teachers. He cites the numerical inferiority of the German forces during the 1940 French blitz as an example. With instantly ready, highly mobile armored forces, Hart feels that a strategic decision can be reached over less skilled but numerically superior forces.

Although Seversky does not discuss conscription, he implies that quality supersedes quantity as a general policy in air war. Using the illustration of the Battle of Britain, in which a handful of British pilots in Spitfires defeated the far more numerous Luftwaffe flying inferior planes, Seversky makes a convincing point.

As divergent as the conclusions of these two books seem to be, the reader is able figuratively to stand at a distance and observe many areas of basic agreement. The quality versus quantity agreement is a case in point, but of more significance are the similar conceptions of how wars are actually won. Not by killing, both agree, but by a dislocation of a nation’s communications and internal structure through sudden, penetrating blows which leave the populace, and particularly the government and the national forces, in a state of abject confusion. The resulting chaos leads to demoralization and capitulation. Hart would do this with armored forces; Seversky, with air power.

With ground armor free-wheeling through a nation as occurred when France succumbed, Hart feels the invaded nation would quickly realize its hopeless position. Seversky thinks an air defeat might accomplish the same result, and if not, bombing certainly would provide the coup de grace.

Both books are packed with research data profoundly analyzed. Each author has a rich background of military
experience and study upon which to draw, and each presents provocative hypotheses supported by much verifiable evidence. These two volumes will certainly grace the shelves of any air officer and provide him with considerable staff-paper material.

Air University

Col. Dale O. Smith

**BRIEFER COMMENT**

The Road to Pearl Harbor, by Herbert Feis, pp. 356.

A SOLID ACCOUNT of the diverse threads of the attitudes, purposes, and events that led to war. The author, formerly in the State Department and a member of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University, has probed into such authoritative sources as the pertinent State Department papers, official U. S. military records, the Roosevelt papers, the private diaries of Stimson, Morgenthau, and Grew, the files of intercepted cables, and equivalent collections of official and private Japanese records.

Princeton University Press $5


TOSHIKAZU KASE was the American expert in the Japanese Foreign Office and a participant in many historic events of the war and prewar years, including the signing of the surrender document. His book, written in English and primarily for the American public, is mainly concerned with the background and the causes of Japan's entry into war and of her defeat.

Yale University Press $4

The Epic of Korea, by A. Wigfall Green, pp. 136.

AN attempt to highlight some of the issues at stake in Korea, particularly in terms of internal affairs. While attached to U. S. military occupation forces in Korea after the war, the author served as President of the Board of Review for the trial of Koreans, as Director of the Officer Candidate School of the Korean army, and as legal adviser to the Korean Army and Navy.

Public Affairs Press $2.50

The Hinge of Fate, by Winston S. Churchill, pp. 1000.

THIS is the fourth volume of the wartime Prime Minister's memoirs. Dealing with the crucial year of 1943, it falls into two parts concerned with the Pacific war and the struggle in North Africa. Mr. Churchill relies in the main on the verbatim reproduction of his directives, messages, and minutes to
illuminate the events to which they owe their existence. History in the grand manner.

_Houghton Mifflin $6_


A personal account, by the war-time commander of the Fifth Army and now Chief of the Army Field Forces, of the Italian Campaign and its preliminaries, together with postwar dealings with Russia in Austria.

_Harper $5_

War and Civilization, by Arnold J. Toynbee, pp. 165.

A small volume of extracts by Albert Fowler from the six volumes of _A Study of History_ that have been chosen to illustrate what Mr. Toynbee has to say about war.

_Oxford $2.50_


A comprehensive review of basic non-secret atomic energy information prepared under the direction of the Technical Information Service of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. This is a guise to the various aspects of atomic energy rather than a sourcebook in the usual sense of reprinted materials. It begins with the earliest theories of the atom and its structure, describes the growth of thought in the field, the development of the

ories of the nature of electricity and energy, the discovery of radioactivity, and continues through the study of isotopes to the present culmination in cyclotrons, betatrons, atomic piles, new man-created elements, and the release of atomic energy. Only a rudimentary knowledge of mathematics will permit a reader to follow the text. Also included are quotations from pioneers like Einstein and Planck, relating in words of the discovers themselves nearly all the fundamental discoveries in atomic science.

_Van Nostrand $2.90_


Another personal history, this one deals with the Eighth Army campaigns in the Pacific island war from Buna and Hollandia through Leyte and Mindanao to occupation duty in Japan.

_Viking Press $4.50_


The third volume to appear of the projected seven-volume official history. Exhaustively based on official source materials and prepared by the U. S. Air Force Historical Division.

_University of Chicago Press $6_
Invasion 1944, by Hans Speidel, pp. 176.

The authorized translation of the story of what went on in Field Marshal Rommel's headquarters when the German Army met the Normandy invasion, this first book by a German general of World War II to be published in America is by Lt. Gen. Dr. Hans Speidel, who was Rommel's chief of staff and was in actual command at the time of the invasion. His story of the Normandy battle is a day-by-day explanation of the succeeding reactions of the German battle headquarters to the development of events at the front rather than an exhaustive military analysis. Over and above the background of battle is the narrative of Rommel's tragic struggle with Adolf Hitler, the Fuhrer's interference in the military operations, and Rommel's part in the plot of 20 July. Lucid and good reading.

Henry Regnery $2.75

Modern Far Eastern International Relations, by Harley Farnsworth MacNair and Donald F. Lach, pp. 681.

Although this book is designed as a textbook for courses in Far Eastern history, it will be very useful to the serious reader in international affairs for solid background to the tangle of events in eastern Asia today. Principal topics considered are the political impact of the West upon the Far East in the nineteenth century, the First World War and the Far East, China in revolution, the Second World War and the Far East, and Southeastern Asia, Oceania, Japan, Korea, and China since the war. Maps and index. The late Professor MacNair, author of China in Revolution (1933) and The Real Conflict between China and Japan (1937), was Professor of Far Eastern History and Institutions and Professor Lach is Assistant Professor of Modern History, both at the University of Chicago.

Van Nostrand $5.85

The United States As A World Power, by Samuel Flagg Bemis, pp. 491.

A compilation of the major facets of U.S. foreign policy during the past fifty years that provides some background of understanding against which to measure and evaluate the world crisis of today. The author reflects the State Department view in his treatment of the conferences of World War II and the international conferences of that period. While there are many other publications with divergent positions on these very important meetings that should be considered concurrently for a broader view, Dr. Bemis does faithfully portray United States positions and policies, and an understanding of his book will bring a better understanding of the complex relationships of the Western world and the Soviet bloc. The book is well documented, and in addition to being very readable, it will provide an excellent reference volume for the reader's future use. Maps, charts, and graphs.

Henry Holt $5

Verdict of Three Decades, edited by Julien Steinberg, pp. 634.

An anthology of evidence against Soviet Communism from the liter-
nature of the men and women who have known it best: the revolutionaries who assisted at its birth and watched it grow, the intellectuals who liked it from a distance and went close to see, and those numberless others who had no choice but to live with it and hope. Starting with Rosa Luxemburg writing in prison in 1918, thirty-four of these tell the Soviet story over a period of thirty years.

**Duell, Sloan & Pearce $5**

This is Germany, edited by Arthur Settel, pp. 429.

A SYMPOSIUM intended to give a detailed picture of today’s Germany by twenty-one leading foreign correspondents, who represent such diverse news media as the United Press, the American Broadcasting Company, the London Observer, the Christian Science Monitor, the New York Times, the Saturday Evening Post, the Chicago Daily News, and the Wall Street Journal. Their essays treat with varying competence of such current questions as the refugee problem, denazification, postwar morals, war guilt, education, the psychological implications of the Occupation, and current political trends. The editor chosen by the journalists is a public relations officer in the office of the United States High Commissioner for Germany. There is an introduction by General Clay.

**William Sloane $4**

Justice in Russia, by Harold J. Berman, pp. 322.

AN INTERPRETATION of the Soviet legal system in theory and practice written for the layman as well as the expert that throws a considerable light on how the Soviet social order actually operates. The author views Soviet law as developing from the requirements of the socialist-planned economy, the heritage of the Russian past, and the Soviet concept of man as a child to be educated and disciplined. Of principal interest to the general reader will be the fact of the existence of a working legal system and a system of force side by side in the Soviet Union and the author’s attempt to shed some light on their relationship.

**Harvard University Press $4.75**

Public Opinion in Soviet Russia, by Alex Inkeles, pp. 379.

How the use of modern techniques of mass communications has mobilized public opinion in support of the Communist regime.

**Harvard University Press $5**

Technical.

**Aerodynamics of Supersonic Flight, by Alan Pope, pp. 184. Pitman $4.**—An elementary introduction to supersonics designed for undergraduate instruction that assumes a knowledge of calculus and elementary aerodynamics but not of thermodynamics.

**Foundations of Aerodynamics, by A. M. Kuethe and J. D. Schetzer, pp. 374. John Wiley, $5.75.**—The object of this classroom text is to build up from first principles a background of sound concepts useful in the application of aerodynamics to problems in aeronautics. It treats the fundamentals of the flow of perfect, compressible, and viscous fluids, including
thin airfoil and finite wing theory, one dimensional flow, flow around wings, shock waves, laminar and turbulent boundary layers, turbulence, and transition. No previous knowledge of aerodynamics is required of the student.

Airplane Design Manual, 3rd edition, by Frederick K. Teichman, pp. 382, Pitman.—An introduction to airplane design suitable for the student working on his own.

Recent fiction.

Long the Imperial Way, by Hana-ma Tasaki, pp. 372, Houghton Mifflin, $3.50.—This is a war novel written by former soldier in the Japanese Imperial Army and based on his experiences during the three years in the late thirties that he served in China as a private. It is an absorbing revelation of a pattern of mind and a way of military life vastly different from that of the American soldier.
Face of a Hero, by Louis Falstein, pp. 312, Harcourt, Brace, $3.—Adventures of a gunner sweating out fifty missions with the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy.
Brave Company, by Guthrie Wilson, pp. 246, Putnam, $3.—A story of the British infantryman in combat in Italy. Fair to middling.

Suggestions for the personal library of liberal arts and sciences.

Reading for Profit, by Montgomery Belgion, pp. 291, Henry Regnery Co., $3.—Meaning by “profit” a greater understanding of the nature of life and by “reading” the reading of “great” literature, the author reveals the qualities of the main kinds of literature by studying particular specimens in detail and offers a range of masterpieces as recommended reading. Though he confines himself to British and American literature and dredges rather too deeply into the past for more than a few long dead items and too shallowly at the present even to indicate the richness and quality of today’s writing, he nevertheless offers his readers a well-written guide to English literature.

Ideas and Men: The Story of Western Thought, by Crane Brinton, pp. 587, Prentice-Hall, $6.—A survey of the evolution of Western thought in ethics, religion, politics, and science from its beginnings with the Greeks and Hebrews to the present day. Intense but readable. There is a list of suggestions for further study.
The Planet Mars, by Gerard de Vaucouleurs, pp. 85, Faber and Faber (London), $2.—An excellent and absorbing summarization of all that is at present certainly known or discussed concerning the planet that has fascinated generations: inhabitants? the canals? physical conditions? vegetation? the weather? A distinguished astronomer examines the evidence and weighs conclusions.
Out of My Later Years, by Albert Einstein, pp. 282, Philosophical Library, $4.75.—Essays since 1936 on convictions and beliefs, public affairs, politics, science and life, and the fundamental principles of physics. The last includes lucid expositions the layman can follow of the celebrated theory of relativity. An excellent introduction to the mind of one of the great men of all times.
Mr. Drucker has written an interesting and thought-provoking article which is concerned with some of the domestic problems of the United States in the present grave international climate. In the face of the limited and long-term warfare with which we seem to be confronted, problems of a military and diplomatic nature are matched in gravity by economic problems within our own economy. The real difficulty, according to the author, is not the magnitude of the manpower and materiel requirements, but rather the seemingly permanent nature of the present crisis.

In contrast to total war, the present situation calls for an indefinite period of preparation for a "near-war." While being ready to convert immediately to the tempo of total war, we must not, in the meantime, allow our economy to become rigid or reach its maximum production point. In short, urges Mr. Drucker, we must balance "the requirements of stamina and staying power over the long pull against the requirements of the extreme effort." The author thinks that so far we have not begun to solve this problem, since "all we really know is how to organize for total war."

At the beginning of such a defense effort, full economic controls will be necessary, mainly because of an absence of slack in our economic structure. However, by the end of 1951, he feels that we should be close to our maximum "permanent" effort and the dislocation should be about over. This should allow us to "settle down to a state of 'normal' emergency such as we could live under indefinitely." At that point Mr. Drucker believes we should "de-control" as much as possible, leaving only those controls which will guarantee priority for military production. The author contends that the tremendous problem of inflation cannot be handled by price and wage controls. Controls can only be effective for a limited time and in an economy which still has slack that can be taken up, as in World War II. It is maintained that the only sound method, economically, politically and psychologically, of financing the military expenditure is with current taxes.

All of this is predicated, as the author clearly states, on a situation where we are forced into a long-term semi-war. Total war, he agrees, would present a totally different problem. In the meantime, "it would surely represent an American defeat of the first magnitude,... were we to be forced into total war by our own inability to organize for limited war."—L.B.A.


This article is a survey of the Korean situation since June 25 in terms of preparation, needs, strategy, and equipment. Mr. Larrabee expounds
the idea that the United States has developed the wrong kind of a fighting man for war of the type now being conducted in Korea.

In contrast to our concept "that nothing is too good for our boys" the writer points out the policy of all Communist armies of living off the country. He finds the U.S. soldier weighed down with equipment really not needed for the job at hand.

Mr. Larrabee advocates a complete turnabout within our army from an economy of waste to one of want. He believes that at present the military machine operates best only on a big scale and that, "... the American soldier is clothed in extraordinary confidence. But the knowledge that he is fighting on a shoestring, as in the early days in Korea, prepares him inwardly for disaster...." He calls for a change in psychology of the security of a great deal of military equipment to a psychology of the security of only bare essentials. Furthermore, in addition to reducing equipment, we should also reduce the number of ineffectively employed soldiers.

Mr. Larrabee is also of the opinion that the confidence of Asiatic allies can only be gained by fighting with an army that does not contrast their need with wastefulness. Thus machines should be secondary to the courage and resourcefulness of man. And a light army is the one which can fight wars like the one in Korea.—C.L.G.


In this article, John King Fairbank, Rhodes Scholar, Harvard professor, and author of The United States and China, asks that our attention be focused on something larger than the Korean problem, because we are in danger again of winning a war and losing the peace.

First, the "raw ingredients of social revolution" must be distinguished from the "process of revolution"—raw ingredients such as undeveloped technology, low productivity, stresses and strains in the old kinship and class structure, frustrations on the part of individual persons infected with hope for a better life yet compelled to live and compete in a society teeming with more people than the old order can possibly provide for. These factors make for the process of revolution, but not inevitably for Communism. Our failure to recognize their nature, however, has given the Communists a head-start in organizing and controlling them.

Where the Communists have done so well has been in China. Here they first won the intellectual youth of the land by appealing to nationalism, using the Japanese invasion as the argument, and induced tens of thousands of Chinese students to join Free China. Then they turned the intellectuals upon the peasantry, to exploit the widespread feelings of anti-landlordism, to organize the great masses into a rudimentary force. Thus, by the end of the Japanese war, the Chinese Communists "had a grip on the two essentials of power—agrarian revolution as the dynamic of the peasantry and national regeneration as the dynamic of the intellectuals." Then, in a second stage, the Communists began the "economic-political-cultural reorganization of the peasant village society," utilizing suppressed desires, unlocking energies long held inactive by the old social order, remaking the class structure, and capturing the Chinese "liberals."
But Communism has not won Asia. In Japan, India, Korea, Indo-China, the Philippines, the Malayan States, and China itself, another process of revolution is possible. That process, however, must compete with Communism. "An insecure peasantry and a frustrated intelligentsia...are ready at hand to be organized."

The United States, as the country most rich in technological and other resources, has an opportunity to participate in remaking Asia. Military strength is the first essential. But to concentrate solely on this is "a shortcut to disaster." The formation of a true alliance with the forces of "nationalism" is also essential—that nationalism compounded of self-respect, self-confidence, the expression of national culture, and dynamic reform.

The practical steps toward forming this alliance lie first in understanding the problem, then in supporting those measures, both private and governmental, that will lead to a better life for Asian peoples. On an economic and technological plane, the Four Point program needs steady expansion, and on the ideological plane, exchange of students, professors, and others must be stimulated. Except by a concerted effort of both study and action, Asia will not be saved from Communism.—W.A.H.


This article by the editor of the Far East Digest is for the specialist interested in current developments in comparative government and public administration. At the same time the informational analyst concerned with keeping up to date on the internal structure of the Chinese Communist government will find much of value in the thorough study given to the problem by Mr. Thomas.

Chinese Communists are no novices in the fields of local and regional administration, since they have had a score of years' experience in some sections of China. This experience could presumably be applied to all China by the Communists now that they rule the mainland areas. But the complexity of problems and the variations in conditions throughout China provide a challenge to the leaders and the bureaucrats which only time will allow them to reduce to manageable proportions. What steps they are taking to meet these requirements are detailed by Mr. Thomas in this article.

As an interim conclusion Mr. Thomas writes: "...the Chinese Communists appear to have succeeded in creating an effective, functioning government and, by placing before the Chinese people the objectives of peace, unity, industrialization and general modernization of society, to have taken firm leadership for the present in the long-developing Chinese Revolution." How they have accomplished this is in part revealed by Mr. Thomas' factual presentation.—H.P.G.


This noted political scientist insists the master key to Soviet policy can only be found by integrating the physical factors of Russian power (geography, raw materials, population, industrial and military equipment) with
the intangible factors, namely political ideas, national morale, inventive genius, and historical traditions. While the physical factors determining the foreign policy of Soviet Russia are susceptible to statistical analysis, the intangible factors of great significance are susceptible to logical analysis based on certain philosophic assumptions as regards the nature of man. Man, after all, invests the "physical factors of state power with their political significance."

Professor Strausz-Hupé further insists that all politics obey the dictates of human selfishness. In the case of the politician—be he American or Russian—his actions still take the form of "lust for power." Russia, therefore, is profoundly illustrative of this axiom because of the successful squashing of political opposition to the present regime. Ideological orthodoxy (e.g. Stalinism) is the first commandment of the Soviet regime, for it justifies and maintains the power of the ruling elite.

Soviet policy beyond Russian borders is meaningless unless it is brought into focus with the struggle of the Soviet elite to maintain its ascendency over Russian and satellite society. The author maintains that Marshal Tito's defection from orthodox Stalinism was founded upon the emergence of a genuine Communist elite with a doctrine as genuine as Lenin's adaptation of Marxist concepts to Russian realities. Mao Tse-tung's wedding of Sun Yat-sen's *Three People's Principles* to Marxism, also an original achievement, only serves to point up the uneven development of Communism in the face of un-Russian realities. Such unevenness, such unorthodoxy, is precisely what the rulers of Soviet Russia cannot tolerate.—*E.M.E.*


This article, though written in a matter-of-fact way, "packs a wallop." Tracing the history of American relations and diplomacy in Korea from about 1866 to the present, the authors point out various instances in which American citizens and officials have contributed to the sad state of the Koreans as we find them today.

Beginning with a shipwreck from which American seamen were rescued by friendly Koreans, the account leads us through a series of adventures, schemes, and deals in which Americans in one fashion or another participated. In 1866 the *General Sherman*, sailing under an English charter, trespassed into inland Korean waters; in 1867 an American citizen led an armed expedition to loot the tomb of a Korean king; in 1871 Admiral John Rodgers with the fleet of five warships proceeded up the Han River, some 30 miles from Seoul, and killed 300 Koreans when he met opposition from the local citizens; in 1882 the United States concluded a Korean trade treaty, which one observer said "set Korea adrift on an ocean of intrigue which it was quite helpless to control," followed as it was by similar treaties negotiated by the rulers of Italy, Russia, France, Britain, and Germany; in 1883 an appeal made by the Korean king for an advisor in the field of foreign relations and for army instructors was met by delay and ineffective action; in 1904 President Theodore Roosevelt suggested to Kaiser Wilhelm that the United States and Germany join together in sanctioning a Japanese protectorate over Korea; in 1910 American approval was given to Japan's annexation of Korea; and in 1943 President
Franklin D. Roosevelt said he wanted a trusteeship for Korea and not immediate independence.

Thus, with a record of no great or warm friendship for the Korean people, the American government stepped into the occupation problem in 1945. Lacking both knowledge and clear objectives, the authors hold, the occupiers to the south of the 38th parallel made a dismal failure of their opportunity. In 1948 they withdrew, leaving behind a disillusioned, half-starved people without power to defend themselves from outside attack, without plan to build a sound economy from within, without purpose to achieve moral strength.—W.A.H.


As related here, two recent events have strengthened immensely the position of the Western powers in the Balkans. One, the Tito-Cominform schism, contributed to the defeat of the Greek rebels in 1949. The other is the Greek election of March 1950, in which the Center and moderate Left political parties gained something approaching parity with the traditional groups of the Right. This potential "Third Force," in the opinion of Mr. Stavrianos, offers the West (primarily the United States now) a way out of the dilemma of having to choose between a politically unacceptable Left and a socially inadequate extreme Right.

Digressing a bit in order to clarify his main thesis, the author sets out to explode three "dangerous myths" concerning Greece: (1) foreign intervention, (2) population, and (3) "passive pawn." He holds that the causes of the present Greek crisis are inherent to the country itself, and not due primarily to the intervention of the north Balkan states incited by the Soviet Union. He cites findings of American and Greek scientists, with the view of refuting the theory that meager resources and a high birth rate mean inevitable and perpetual poverty and trouble for Greece. That state may once have been a "passive pawn" in international affairs, but not now. The Greek people can no longer be ignored in the formulation of a Greek policy.

From the Washington viewpoint the major significance of the 1950 election in Greece is that now it will be easier to find a party or bloc able and willing both to resist Communist domination and to effect the reforms necessary to revive a sick society. Some may protest that American support for such a reform program would constitute intervention in internal Greek affairs; but, so the author insists, intervention has been a trait of every move the United States has made in Greece since the Truman Doctrine was enunciated in 1947. Effective action, moreover, may require a degree of government interference which would not be accepted within the United States. Yet Mr. Stavrianos hopes that Washington, keeping in mind the differences between the economic and historical background of Greece and America, will go ahead nevertheless and take appropriate action. Anything less would nullify the military gain which has been made against Communism.—R.E.Mc.


From the pen of the Assistant Chief of the News Section of the Voice of
America comes this discussion of the joint efforts of the United States, through the Voice of America, and the British, through the BBC, to reach the ears of the masses of Russians with a non-Communist interpretation of news and international political developments. By this avenue it is hoped to prevent the restoration by the Soviet Government of the information monopoly it exercised over its people before World War II. Since April 24, 1949, however, the Soviet Government has fought a continuing war of the air waves with the "Voice." From that date until the present, Soviet jamming methods and techniques have been devised in quantity and used extensively in an effort to prevent the reception of Voice of America and BBC broadcasts within the U.S.S.R. Soviet radio procedures may not have been entirely successful but they have seriously interfered with the reception of foreign broadcasts. Testimony to the adequacy of the Russian program was afforded in the recent Congressional appropriation of $11,500,000 for "more transmitters and relay bases to saturate the Soviet jamming network." The author makes no personal prediction concerning the possible effectiveness of the new equipment, but records that U.S. radio engineers "are confident" that eventually Soviet jamming will be ineffective against radio signals beamed at the U.S.S.R. from outside the national boundaries.—R.E.


Appearances are sometimes deceptive. The thirty-year treaty of friendship, alliance, and mutual aid, concluded in February 1950 between the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China, would appear to prove that Communist China will not be a satellite to Russia. But treaties of “friendship, etc.,” have been concluded with Poland, Czechoslovakia, and other countries now unmistakably satellite. Is the Stalin-Mao treaty an exception?

Mao Tse-tung’s reputation for independent thinking and action is considered by some observers to prove him another Tito. For not only did he win China without the strong backing of the Kremlin, but on one occasion he even publicly rebuked Moscow agents. Moreover, he is backed by the nationalistic feelings of some four hundred million Chinese who outnumber the Russians by more than two to one.

These and other reasons have induced observers like Edgar Snow to conclude that Mao will balk at subserviently following the Russian line. Instead he will lead China into a period of “new democracy” coexisting with “new capitalism.”

Chang, however, is inclined to disagree. As a former Professor of Government at Nankai University, he sees other elements in the situation. First of all is the presence of many Russian-trained Communists in China. Liu Shao-chi, for instance, chief Party theoretician, a member of the Chinese Politburo, and Secretary-General of the Party, is also the Deputy Chairman of the People’s Republic of China. He is a confirmed Marxist internationalist; he is an admirer of Stalin; he has already begun a propaganda drive to combat Chinese nationalism. “Mao Tse-tung may be the acknowledged leader, but Liu Shao-chi has the whip hand.” Besides Liu, the younger members of the Party “are on the whole devoted to the Com-
munist cause," and Mao himself accepts Communist dogma, having proved he can work closely with the Russians now for a considerable time.

Neither can nationalism be counted upon to keep China free of Kremlin influence. According to Liu and other Communist doctrinaires, nationalism is now out of phase. It served well in the revolution, but that is gone. The next phase is Communist internationalism.

Here is the crux, according to Chang. The Kremlin rulers have long since rejected the idea of international Communism for Russia. Yet they use the idea to destroy the nationalism of all Communist states other than their own. Thus, the Russian state, supported by the "internationalism" of the Chinese, the Poles, the Czechs, and other satellite peoples, flourishes as a national power. This chauvinism is probably not lost upon Chinese Communists. But in the nature of their position, they cannot reject the support, cooperation, and leadership of Russia's rulers so long as the lines of world conflict are drawn between Communism and Western capitalism. That this will degenerate into "satelliteism" is not improbable.

—W.A.H.


This is a mid-century look at America and its place in the world of today. Mr. Galantière finds much on which to congratulate ourselves, but he concludes that "our failure lies in not winning over to our side that great majority of Europeans who are both anti-Communist and anti-capitalist." The spiritual and intellectual leaders of Europe, he says, do not recognize how America is reforming capitalism to make it fit the pattern of today. So we are losing the support of those Europeans who are trying socialism as an antidote to the evils of capitalism as they have known it.

Our "highest moral contribution to the present age" is the fact that "in a world of centralization of political power we have preserved not only the self-reliance of the individual but also the autonomy of the local community...." We have come nearest to separating economic power and political power. Our one best hope is that "by a continued show of civic sense, generosity of spirit, and comprehension of the world around us" America will win the respect of those in Europe and elsewhere who would be eager to follow our leadership if only they were made aware of the way we are going.—H.P.G.


Professor Kulski discusses the efforts of the Soviet rulers to divorce the Russian nation from all connections with European civilization, of which he believes Russia is "so inextricably a part." He says the effort is a failure because fundamentally such a separation cannot be achieved, either by fiat or under the natural circumstances of developing nationalism.

Modern Russia, according to the author, has borrowed extensively from the West in every aspect of its national culture. Even Marxism "is a Western theory, although deformed by Soviet practice," he points out. Examples of Russian attacks on Western culture in recent years are numerous, and Kulski cites many of these in his article. Russia claims that
the native genius of the Slavic peoples has resulted in the invention of everything from the steam engine to the radio by Russians long before Westerners announced such inventions as their own, are evidently seriously believed inside the Soviet orbit. How easy it is to prove the contrary everyone outside the iron curtain countries well knows. But the Communists subscribe to the party line and thereby make themselves ridiculous to all but their fellow believers.

The Soviets can no more cut themselves loose from Western civilization than they can change the sun in its course. Russia is tightly linked to the past of the West, and this unhappy, if undeniable partnership, will, Dr. Kulski thinks, prevail in the future.—H.P.G.


The Dean of American political scientists has written a useful resumé of the impact of the existence of the Soviet A-bomb upon world politics before the "cold war" ended with the invasion of South Korea. Interpreting the serious opinions of leading American strategists, statesmen, and scientists before Korea, Professor Wright demonstrates that the atomic "explosion" in Russia reoriented perforce the bases of American foreign policy. Realism, however, was not a virtue of some American leaders who clung to the complacent view that the United States could maintain its substantial lead in the atomic armament race. Pre-Korea, therefore, the United States made a reluctant, if not tardy, political effort to match the rapidly deteriorating balance of power in the military field. Our over-reliance upon the monopoly of atomic weapons and our unwillingness to recognize that this monopoly would be short-lived—these fundamental errors have been made apparent by our miscalculation of the relative power of the United States in conventional armaments in view of our world-wide political commitments.

Before the Korean War, Professor Wright explains, three basic emphases in American foreign policy were being seriously considered as answers to the problem posed by Soviet "know-how" in the atomic field: (1) international atomic energy control and strengthening of the United Nations, (2) military preparation and strengthening of alliances to augment the power position of the United States, and (3) conciliation of Russia without appeasement. Today however, build-up of the coalition military power of the non-Soviet world through the United Nations and the Atlantic Pact appears as the only logical policy for the United States remaining by which to deter the ambitions of the Kremlin leaders.—E. M. E.


Until recently the Japanese seemed to think that their national security would be guaranteed by the United States and the other allied powers. An increasing interest in the problem of their national defense has been brought about by several developments: a war scare in 1947; the communist advance in China; discussions of American strategic planning, which looked upon Japan as a temporary but expendable base; the problem of a peace treaty for Japan; and the alliance between China and Russia.
In the present majority party two main points of view exist as to how national security can be achieved. One is that Japan cannot remain neutral in an armed world. Those who accept this idea differ among themselves on the method to be used: some maintain that Japan should ally herself with the United States or some other major power for protection; others believe that Japan should become a member of a regional defense pact, such as the one proposed by President Quirino of the Philippines. Nationalistic elements object to the first proposal because it would subordinate Japan to the more powerful ally. The major objection to the second idea is one which also applies to the first. Japan would automatically become involved in war if her ally or some member of the pact were attacked, and the majority of the Japanese want to avoid war.

Another point of view is that Japan should remain unarmed. Under such circumstances, it is argued, no nation would attack Japan, since there would be no advantage in it. If some country did invade, Japan could appeal to the world and expect help because of her strong moral position. Many who believe in this point of view argue that Japan should seek security through multiple guarantees of her neutrality. The Socialist Party of Japan agrees with this. They insist that such a course is necessary if internal reforms are to succeed.

Ultimately the decision will probably be made by the United States and the other Allied powers, but the wishes of the Japanese people cannot be ignored completely.—R. W. S.


This is the last of a series of four articles on the hydrogen bomb, the first three of which were reviewed in the Summer, 1950, issue of the Air University Quarterly Review. The earlier articles dealt with the theory, technical aspects, relative cost, and strategic value of the new weapon. In this fourth article Dr. Lapp, formerly head of the nuclear physics branch of the Office of Naval Research, discusses the problem of organizing an effective civil defense against this bomb. He believes that both the United States and the U.S.S.R. will develop fusion-type bombs within five years. Still other nations will produce them later. The scientific principles involved are of general knowledge. They have been described in articles published in both Europe and America.

The cities of the United States are most vulnerable targets for hydrogen bombs. Dr. Lapp holds that the only effective method of reducing vulnerability is dispersion. He describes a plan for optimum dispersion. It is based on strip cities no more than two miles wide, alternating industrial, business, and residential districts for a hundred miles or more in length. At the current rate of new residential construction and rebuilding of our industrial plants it is estimated that this dispersion could be effected in twenty years. The cost would be some $300,000,000,000. This is not an astronomical sum when compared with current annual expenditures on new construction. But Dr. Lapp agrees that precipitous or government-dictated dispersion of some two hundred cities in the United States having populations of 50,000 or more might be just as disastrous to our nation as the explosion of numerous hydrogen bombs.—C. M. T.
Jon Kimche, "Is a German Army Necessary?" Nineteenth Century, June 1950, pp. 347-55.

This British military correspondent argues that on every count—strategic, tactical, political, and economic—Western Europe would be embarrassed by the existence of a German army, either in the diplomatic conflict between East and West today or in an armed conflict tomorrow. It is his opinion that German rearmament is neither desirable nor necessary, and would "become fatal to the still tender growth of Western European unity." Mr. Kimche departs from the assumption that leading American strategists cannot commit themselves to a mobilization of American manpower for European defense. He contrasts excerpts from the testimony of Generals Bradley and Vandenberg before the House Armed Services Committee with brief examination of the scheme worked out at Viscount Montgomery's headquarters at Fontainebleau. The Western Union scheme appears "to have a more practical bearing on the defence of Western Europe."

Mr. Kimche submits: (1) the U.S.S.R. and its satellites have a numerical superiority in manpower in Europe which can only be redressed by the full weight of U. S. manpower; (2) the West has a superiority in essential mineral and industrial production but economic mobilization of the U. S. would be required to make it overwhelming and effective; and (3) a Soviet invasion of Scandinavia is unlikely, of the Middle East probable if weakly held, and of Germany certain if a German Army were to exist. He supports these conclusions with a formidable array of statistics demonstrating the role of both Eastern and Western German manpower and economic resources in the balance of power in Europe.

The merit of this article is limited by the author's quantitative appraisal of human bodies, raw materials, and industrial capacity. Unfortunately he little appreciates the role of mechanization (i.e., airplanes, tanks, etc.) in a potential Soviet aggression or in the Western European defense scheme. Although admitting the West even without a German Army has a "considerable superiority in military manpower potential," he does not grapple with delicate political and moral factors which have considerable military import. Obviously, the means by which Germany could continue to be retained "neutral" and unarmed in future years requires detailed and objective study. On the other hand it will not be easy to find the means by which Germany could be truly brought into the Western family of nations.—E. M. E.


The author, liaison officer between the Czechoslovak Government and General Patton's army in 1945 and chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Czechoslovak Parliament from 1945 to 1948, describes in detail the methods used by a Communist minority to gain control of a nation. In his official capacities Duchacek had ample opportunity to observe the varied devices used by the Communists to gain the ascendancy in the Czechoslovak Government. Of especial significance is the lengthy portrayal of active interference by the U. S. S. R. in the internal political situation in Czechoslovakia during and since World War II. Through
the use of the Red Army and political agents the U. S. S. R. placed loyal Communists in many vital Czech governmental agencies before the war's end. From these strategic positions these subservient tools of the Soviet Union moved in the next three years to consolidate their power and to bring Czechoslovakia completely within the Russian orbit. In spite of their careful planning and ceaseless operation, it was not at all certain at the end of 1947 that the Czech Communist regime (lacking as it did the support of a popular majority) could long endure. It was then that the Politburo gave the orders resulting in the coup of February 1948. This decision the author aptly points up in his concluding statement: "The Soviet overlords by the end of 1947 had come to feel that the international situation had worsened to such an extent that no possibility of an unfavorable shift in the internal position of their followers in Czechoslovakia could be tolerated."—R. E.
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